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Bu çalışmanın amacı ,İngilizce öğretmenlerinin Hizmetiçi eğitiminde ~ planla
nacak olan eğitim faaliyet programımn başanya ulaşmasında kursiyerlerin hangi ih
tiyaçlara gereksinim duyduklannın tespitine yöneliktir. 

Araştırmamda, Aralık 1998 tarihinde Eskişehir ili ve ilçeleri ile Bilecik ili Bozü
yük ilçesinde bulunan ;bünyesinde hazırlık sınıfi bulunduran 22 Anadolu lisesi A
nadolu Meslek lisesi.,Süper lise ve Anadolu lisesi statüsündeki Özel okullarda görev 
alan ;mesleki tecrübesi bir yıl ile yirmi yıl arasmda .değişen 100 İngilizce .öğretmeni
ne' İhtiyaç Tespit Analizi' uygulanmıştır. 

Hizmetiçi eğitimin gayesi öğretmene bir yandan sınıf ortamında edindiği tec
rübelerin yansımasım g~ -ve "<liğer meslektaşlarıyle -değerlendirme -imkanı -sağ

larken ,diğer yandan da sahasında gerçekleştirilen yenilikleri tanıma fırsatını sağla
maktır.Sözkonusu olan İngilizce öğretimi ise,İngilizce öğretmeni yabancı dil öğre
timinin üç. ögesi;ÖGR.ENCiMATERYAL- veYÖNTEM VE 1'EKNİKLER. .konu
sunda kendi kendine v~fl ~ ·ve- arkadaşlarıyle -ort-aldaşa neleri -teembe -edip -ge
liştirmiş se; bir yandan bunları ifade etme,sergileme kritik etme fİrsatını yakalaya
cak;diğer yandan da yal]ancı -dil-öğrenimi ve-öğretiminde yapılan -araştHmalBflfl. fŞlğın
da geliştirilen yenilikler9en haberdar olma şansına sahip olacaktır. 

Araştırmamda ,öğı;etmenlerin ihtiyaçlan "Y-entem ve Teknikler ayısından -ele -a
-lmımş -öğr-etmenler -adına düzenlenecek Hizmetiçi etkinliklerinde bu ihtiyaçların dik
kate alınmasının bu çeşit etkinliklerio başansını artıracağı sonucuna vanlmıştır. 



ABSTRACT 

This study aims at jnvestigating( how weH -seelciııg for ) t-he teacher' s 
needs and expectatıons emphisized through 'needs' analysis determine the 
success of in-service te;wher -t-raining oour-ses in -case they are -taken. int{) 
consideratıon before pr~aring those courses in ELT. 

Asa base to my res~-ch,-t-herehaf)-beeıı applied a'Need Analysis 
Questıonnaire to 100 language teachers who are working at twenty 
English Medium school~,-Aı:ıateliafı -High "5Cheels,Anatelian Vacatiooal High 
Schools,and Private scıiools which have English prep classes in Eskişe
hir,Sivrihisar, Çifteler,and Bozuyuk. 

In-service teacher training can provide language teacher,on one hand,to 
reflect what s/he has ex~ -in -hisllıer language class; on the -other hand 
,it can provide him/her to see the latest changes realized in ELT.In other 
words, considering Engfslı Language teaehing,t-he language teacher -wiH,-on 
one hand,get the chance to analyze what s/he has planned and applied either 
by him/herself ,or in a ,groop -cf -ot-her langHage -teaclıers on. those--thr"Ce 
elements:LEARNER,MATERIAL-LANGUAGE TEACHING :METHODS 
AND TECHNIQUES-.,aııd will,-on the --other lıand,-get the chance t{) -be 
informed, through those courses ,by the latest innovatıons which have been 
developed und er the cu~ -investigat1:011S -in -t-lıoory and practiee -in -t-he -areas 
related with those 'Three elements in EL T' 

Through the resear,eh ,it -has been found -out the needs an--ex-pect-atıons 
of language teachers in ELT Methods and Techniques 

As a result,it has rbeen drawn- by this -study that,those needs -and 
expectatıons should be taken into consideratıon by the help ofNeed Analysis 
Questıonnaries in order -to achieve success -in EL l' ,-in preparing -in-servi.ee 
teacher training courses. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

"Language teaching is a career for life,and career development is a life-long 
process." 

(Roe,1990) 

l.l.Background to the problem 

ı 

Language learning have started in early times that the first community had 

come into contact to recognize each others'cultures.Sumerians are said to be the 

first community who intended to learn and to use the language of Akhads for 

defence matters,so first aim in language learning was for military purposes.Later, 

trade might have been a vital factor to learn other languages.Probably, beside 

language teaching,training language teachers appeared those days. Early attempts to 

train language teachers should have been due to desire to do job economically in a 

short time.In other words, time and money played the primary role to deal with 

training language teachers. 

After struggling with several methods and techniques in foreign or second 

language teaching,we çame' across today 'some roles ' in language classes rather 

than methods and thecniques in language learning process.(see:Molley and 

Chamot, 1990; Nunan and Richards, 1990;Wılliams and Burden, 1997) 

The rapid and contınuous changes taken place in scıence and 

technologyforced language teachers, linguists,and textbook writers in ELT to 
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think profoundly on methods and techniques to be applied,materials to beexploited 

and the tools to be used effectively in language learning process ,because what has 

been developed yesterday is getting old and useless today ,and doesn't work in every 

language class.Even the latest methods and techniques developed bylanguage 

teachers and proposed py linguists seem to be only a reportier of language teaching 

today,So, teaeber development becomes a vital issue.One of the ways to help 

language teachers to improve themselves is in-service teaeber training programs. 

One of the pnmaıy goals of in-service teacher training ıs language 

improvement of lang11age teachers ,second primary goal is to make them more 

aware of on their professıonal lives and help them improve their teaching.In order to 

increase teaeber awareness in ELT methods , language teachers should be trained 

systematiclly in their professıonallives. 

How can we deseribe 'teaeber awareness' in ELT? This is also cruciaLFirst of 

all, we must deseribe the job of language teacher: Language teacher tries to get 

alsome students (learners) learn the language in a classroom.S/he has to follow a 

syllabus,and is to use s~veral materials. As this descriptıon indicates; three elements 

act in this process: Teacher/ learner/ material.The outcomes of this tedious interactıon 

between those three elepıents will be then called 'Leaming a Foreign Language." 

Kennedy(1987: 165) defines 'Teaching' as: 

" essentially a cognitive,behaviroural activity,involving attitudes towards 
learning which are deriv,ed from the -society inwhich are derived from the 
society inwhich change is to be implanted." 

Almost Everycountry are seen to be establishing several in-service teacher 

training courses and seminars.But most of the time, those organizatıons fall apart 

to achieve their goals because they are not prepared carefully, and it has not been 

taken into account of what the trainees would like to learn about related to their 

expectatıons and problems which might reflect their own language classes. 
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1.2.Problem. 

James Ward(1990) suggests that; 

''In-service programmes are an effective way to avoid bumout and 
increase job satisfaqtıon." 

Here he gives two reasons to train language teachers: 

1 )because, they become bumout in time, and; 

2)becase they lose their enthusiasm in teaching the language. 

Actually every professional faces that probleminalmost every field or at any job. 

Proffesor Harold B .All en ( 1978:211 )describes five step s for TE SOL Proffesıonal: 

1 )N o vi ce teacher, 
2)Semi Professional, 
3 )Professional 
4)Bumout, 
S)Veteran. 

Here who needs help in ELT mostly, is usually' Novice teacher' ,and the 

'Burnout' one.Because Novice teacher is ina continious difficulty to apply into 

the- language class what slhe has leamed in theory in ELT.And the Bumout 

teacher might stuck into a stagnatıon in English language teaching. Yet the 

teachers in the other groups can benefit a lot from in-service programmes. 

Palmer(l993: 166)states that'( ... )In-serviceprogrammes are,by 
their very nature,usually intensive allowing trainers little opportunity to 
help teachers to explore the implicatıon. The innovatıon will have on 
their previously establiırlıed classroom -routines and,thus -adapt -it to 
their particular circumstences.As a result,the full benefit of the in .. 
service programme may not be attained." 

Who ,or what supplies that 'little opportunity' that Palmer states above? The 

answer seems that 'the İn-service programmes' .How are these prograınmes 

developed is crucial ;it is whether due to the assumptıons of trainers who might 

assume some 'pursuıt needs' or, that the trainees may have reflect through need 
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analysis if they are preapared consistent , before or during such in-service courses 

or seminars.But usually,teacher trainers develop in-service training course 

programmes on some pursuit needs, rather than trainees' real needs. This fact has 

been revealed by Michael Breen,Chris Candlin,Leni dam and Gerd Gabrielsan's 

common study(1989:53) 

" ... over the years cı -fair i.llilllber of the teaehefs(who -participated 
in-service teacher training courses) have expressed their rejectıon of 
the following innovatıpn for several reasons.Their vl.ews can be 
-summ.aftsed as fellow: 

1 )The innovatıon ;eame .fr-em -t-rainer-s who wer-e -{)utside -the 
teacher's classroom experience and was not ideas or proposals drawn 
directly from this exRerience. Put simply,it was someone e1se_,s 
innovatıon from another context. 

2)The apparent demand-en -the -teaclıer were too -buriienseme.l'-his 
was primarily because the innovatıon itself implied a change in the 
teacher's role which was foun~ tınaeceptable. 

3)The innovatıon involved too many risks of failure,and this was 
exposed in terms 
oflikely learner rejectıon. 

4 )It was to o ideal t,erms -of -being a werld away .fr"OOI -the -r-eality -of 
the teacher's own classroo~and his or her responsibilities to the 
school and to the parep.ts.What -t.ftoory and r-eseareh -might -propose 
seemed unfeasible in practice or insensitive to the social world of the · 
teacher and the constant of that reality( ... )" 

One of the bene:fits of in-service teacher training should be to arouse teacher 

awareness in ELT.In other words ,in-service teacher training should be organized 

and run in a way that the participants should be able to test themselves on what 

extent they are aware oftheir professionaljobs. In-service techer training is usually 

taken into an account with 'Teacber Development.Lunge (1990:244-268) de:fins 

it as follows: 

" .. .is a term u sed in the J,iterature -te -describe a process -of -oont.ffitıal 
,intellectual,experiential and attitudional growth of teachers." 

On the other hand Lamb(!995:72) gives the description of INSET as: 

" ... social and professional intensity of theevent.(Widdowson1987:27); 
thebreak in routine,the chance to meet new collagues,and to discuss one's 
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professıonal problems,the exposure to lots of stimulating new ideas,the 
novelty of being students again." 

Comparing those two concepts( Lung's teacher development;Lamp'siNSET); 

In-servise teacher trainin_g isprescriptive,imited and resricted while professional 

development is life-lo:ıı.g,open-ended,and progressive.But if in-servise teacher 

training is planned well on' real needs' of langua_ge teachers rather than some 

'pnrsuit needs'_, deseribed above,it can be the first effective step for those who are 

called 'novice teacher' ,and a renewin_g cycle for those who are called 

'experienced teachers' in this study 

The research conducted by Altan ( 1997) have revealed that langu(!ge 

teachers throughout Tu:rkey have been suffering from several problems come up 

from their own language classes. These are: 

1 )Lack of material to u~e in ELT; 

2)Demotivated students; 

3 )Large classes; 

4)lack of co-operatıon between their colleques; 

5)limited opportunity to improve their language profıciency; 

6)heavy load; 

7)the fear from the school administration,and the inspectors. 

To some extent, the majority of the language teachers bring these problems as 

in complaints to in-service courses. How can the teachers be helped to overcome 

,at least, some of the problems above through in-service teacher training event 

?The answer could be; through a programme which will base on real needs of 

the teachers who will be able reflect their problems and try to fınd some remedies 

that they will try to develop durin_g the sessıons of in-service teacher trainin_g 

courses, bearing in mind their own language classes. 
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As Breen at all(1989: 134) states that'In-service training course or programme 
is likely to be th~ 111.6St -tı:Seful if it -gr-ows -dir-ectly out of 
experiences,assumptıons and perceived problems of the trainees ... The trainees' 
own classroom and the J-eamer-s -wit-bifl. -it ar-e a -major -seur-ee -ef iııfurmat-ıen -on 
the nature of the language learning process ... In-service training -should focus 
on what is don~ in -the daily life of the ~a.nguage -class,the 
decisions,activitiesJasks and the learning experience.' 

1.3.Aim and Scope of the study. 

Through this research ,it has been aimed at to find out real needs of 

language teachers who are at work in English Medium High Schools in and 

around Eskişehir . This study is also beieved to help language teachers in order 

to seek for some solut\ons to the problems of the language teachers who are 

according to Allen(1978) at' bumout' Novice stage ,to 'professıonal' stage in 

EnglishLanguage Teac]ıing. This is a vital and an urgent task for those teachers 

,because they have been suffering from the di:fficulties, such as; teachin_g false 

be_ginners reco_gnising new materials ,understanding changing role s nad 

responsibilities of langua_.ge teachers amd learners in lan_gua_ge class. They can also 

get the chance to real~e what they have been done well in their own language 

classes ,and learn to take part in discussıons during sessıons and workshops in 

their concepts. 

1.4.Statement of the Research Questıons. 

This study aims at investigating what sort of needs and expectatıons would 

the trainees bring into the agenda if they were asked to do;and how would those 

needs and expectatıons determine the development of the programme to run 

during in-service training courses and seminars. 

Through this research, it has been intended to find out these needs and 

expectatıons of language teachers with the following questıons: 
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1 )What professional needs do language teachers requıre in order to gear 

their way of teaching in their own language classes? 

2)How much will these needs and expectatıons change according tlanguage 

teachers who have different length of teaching experience in language teaching 

process? 

3)How well these expectatıons will change for the language teachers who 

have participated In-seı:ıvice teacher training courses and seminars comparıng 

with those who didn't take any in-service teacher training ? 
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CHAPTER ll 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1.In-service Teaeber Training in the World. 

In the world in-service teacher training has been undertaken within several 

models and projects in order to achieve different objectives,such as 

implementing a new approach,presenting a new syHabus to the teachers in 

one area;teaching how to use some tools or newly developed ELT materials 

to language teachers. 

2.l.l.Pyramid Model 

Tessa Wood(l991:50))states that"Teaching and traınıng are complex 
events. They bring together,in a cluster,an enormous number of features, such 
as people ,places,material,content,and jostle in a spontaneous kaledioscope 
coloured by the past histories,present speculatıons,and future possibilities of 
all the fetures at the event." 

Here Tessa Wood argues that every sin_gle feature related to the event of 

teacher training should be taken into account equally important.Furthermore, 

these features should lead to evaluate past,present ,and future arguments 

inELT.Probably these arguments will be based on comparisons and 

discussions on what has been done in ELT up to now,how it is being handled 

at present. The outcome of these comparisons and discussions will enable 

theparticipants to foresee the features ofELT in following years. 
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Tessa Wood(1991:52) ın the same study,suggests a model called 

'Pyramid Model' for tqıining language teachers.She defines the elementsin 

her model as follows: 

' by Approach,l mean the beliefs people hold about 1eaching,learning,and 
training,and discussions they might have about overall aims,strategies and 
policies.' 

by Tactics,l mean act;ivities;ex-ercises,-and moment to moment decisions 
made in the training room.-

Method occurs spmewhere between these two as an -interrelatıon of 
thoughts and beliefs on one hand, and the fine details of particular sesıon on 
the other hand. The leyel "Of met-lwd --enrompasses -decisitms about the 
selectıon and sequencing; of context,objectives,materials and roles.' 

Under the enlightment of the features that Tessa Wood puts forward 

above we can ask the following questions to cover up any teacher training 

course or seminar in ELT: 

1 )When is the suitable t'me for ELT courses? 

2)How much time, ar -least, -shoold -be allecated te run -sooh a kiııd -ef 
course? 

3)Who will be the participants, and how will they be selected? 

4)What is the proficiency level of the participants? 

5)The course content? 

6)The facilities the course center can provide to the participants? 

7)The materials to be used through the sessions ?Who will supply those 

materials? 

8)Participants' real needs or the pursuit needs by tutors? 

9)0rganizatıons ofthe sessions? Types ofsessions? 

lO)The overall aims of the sessions ?Specific aims ofthe sessions? 

ll )Evaluatıon of the course ? 
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2.1.2.Prinset and Rup~t 

In the world in some countries teaeber training has been carried out with a 

colloboratıon oflocal British council o:ffices and the Ministry ofEducatıon ,and 

in most of these countries local or state universities also take the responsibility 

of doing this job of teaeber training.In some other countries,teacher training has 

been carried out within a project run by universities and those o:ffices .. For exaple, 

PISET in Thailand,RUPET in Malasia ,and PRINSET in Srilanka.( For more 

details see:Pierre Korua,ga (1990),Martin Lamp(1995) David Hayes (1995),and 

George Murdock(1994). 

Hayes(1995) states that'1he role of Pupet was initiated -in an attempt 
to provide just the intensity,and kind of care and attentıon that had 
characterized success in -the -experimental-sclıools' -efforts -t-o -change teaelıing 
and learning behaviours. 'Prinset was organized in 1980's in Srilanka by the 
ministry of Educatıo:q,and -st-aifed ..Peaee Corps Volunteers,American 
Friends' Servise Volunterrs and selected Srilankan counterparts.' 

Charles Parish and W.Raymond Brown(1988: 128) two sta:ff members from 

that project deseribe Pnnset as follows: 

Professional in-service -English 'feacher Training -serves -about -ı-ooo 
teachers who meet at six centers at weekends for twenty months;they 
work at their teaching I?OOt-s fr{ffll 'I'-uesday thr-ough Friday.At -the~ -of 
that period,these teachers will sit the same examinatıons as the trainees in 
the teachers' colleges,aıtd -t-he -suecessful eandidate -wiH reeeive-the -same 
trained teaeber certificate. The six centers are located according to the 
number of untrained 4eacher a~at-ıens -in -vafious -educatieRal 
districts.( ... ).There are 70 to 250 trainees at the centers,and four to ten 
sta:ff members. The trainees' -participatren -is voluntary,and althettgh -they 
lose the freedom of their weekends their motivatıon is strong.First they 
qualify to sit the exami~ --seoond their professiflal and -per.genal -lives 
are not distrupted;third they are the four out of five who did not qualify 
for admisson to the training collages.' 

The core component of the programme is designed to do three 
things: 1 )provide langıaage development -matecia!s · 46r -t.Jıe 
trainees;2}provide background in methodological theory for both trainees 
and tutors,and 3)provide -teaclıer tı=aining -focus ·for -the ·-mtoi's -of -4he 
course. The attempt has been to develope a totally integrated 
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-programmc;OOftlbining both theory and practice,and to demonsrate 
important concepts of -the unitary -nattıre of language learning -and 
teaching.' 

All these contributıons revcal that Prinset can be utilized to develo_p the 

trainers rather than the trainees. Trainees in Prinset can be considered 'Language 

learners' only.Although the pro_gramme seems to be based on a balance of 

theory and practice, the prime focus is on Language improvement. 

2.1.3. Tea ch er Change Cycle Model 

Martha Penningto~(1995:706) develops a 'Teacher Change Cycle Model'in 

her study. S he states that: 

Teacher developmf.E: -caa --be --seeıı -as -a metast-able system -ef eontex:t 
interactive change involving a contınual cycle of innovatıo,n behaviour and 
adjustment to the circumstences.' 

So,teacher change and development,according to her 

" ... requıre an awa.JiCftCSS the -ııeed for the change-or -at -least -of -the 
desireability of experimentatıon of availablity of alternatives.A teacher 
awareness and knowl~ of alt-ematives is coloored 4ry' -that -teaeher's 
experience and phisophy of teaching which act as pschological barrier,frame or 
selective filtering mechanism.'(ibid:705.)She concludes in the same study that: 

Teacher's awareness and practice change involves the interplay two 
processes:innovatıon ~ -refleetten.Innovat-ıon -is -the sourse -of ;ıew 
informatıon that triggers change(Fullan and Hargraves 199l),and critica! 
reflectıon is the procqss -of information -gained through · innovatıon -in 
relatıon to the teacher's existing schema ofteaching. '(ibid:706) 

In Pennington's paper two major concepts come out in training language 

teachers: Innovatıon _and Reflectıon. 

Similarly Rod Bol~(-l-9%jclaims -that~ -c-an --be -t-raffled,-teaehers 
can be educated,( ... ) but teachers cannot be developed. \at tıis speech 1rt Brittsh 
Council in Istanbul hel d on December 3rd, 1996) ~ 
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If ıt is the case;why is needed to train language teachers through in-servıce 

training?The problem is not the frequency and the lenght of those courses or 

seminars;it is rather on the content ,and the method of training programmes. 

Development in teachin~ language is a self -process as well as learning a language 

. So, what is needed in training language teachers is a kind of method by which each 

participant would be able to reflect his/her own way of doing the job.Each 

participant also should be provided to study on what slhe needs in teaching the 

language. 

2.1.4.Reflective Model 

Michael Wallace(1991:50)emphasizes the reflective feature of training 

language teachers.He even develops a model called 'Reflective Model 'for 

training foreign language teachers.He deseribes his starting point in developing 

his model as follows: 

'The reflective mo~el emphisizes( ... )the fact that -people sel d om 
enter into the profesionaJ training situatıon with blank mind and/or 
neutral attitudes. This is -especiaHy true of the professıon of teaching 
where the trainees have been exposed to the practise of the professıon 
either willingly or unwillingly during their most impressible years.' 

He defines two çoncepts in order to explain his Reflective Model 

'Receptive Knowledge',and 'Experientıal Knowledge'.He deseribes those two 

concepts as follow: 

'Received Knowle9ge:In t-his,the training becomes -aequainted with 
the vocabulaıy of the subject and the matching concepts of research 
findings,theories and ski~ whieh -ar-ewidely-aecepted -as-being-part -of-the 
-necessary -imellect-ual -eontent of the profession. So,currently( among other 
things )to speak to the t~ ·laııgwıge to a resonable degree -of -fltıency-to 
organize pair and group works,to prepare a phonetic transcript,to be 
familiar with the certain grammatical terms and so on. '(ibid: 14/15). 

'Experiential Knowledge:Here the trainee will have developed 
knowledge in actıon by -praetice ·of the pr-ofessıon,and wiH -have -had -the 
more opportunity to reflect on that knowledge in actıon.(It should be 
noted here that it is also possible to develope experiantial knowledge by 
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the observatıon of practice;although this knowledge-by observatıon ıs 
cl early of a different ord er from 'Knowledge in actıon'. '(ibid: 15) 

He sees these two kinds of knowledge as a dispensible featureof 

professıonal development in ELT rather than training language teachers by the help 

of in-service teacher training courses or seminars.Here the problem is that; 

Mr.Wallace works with the novice language teachers who have no ,or a Iittle 

chance to test their 'Experienced knowledgein a real language classes.Even those 

teacherscouldn't probably face the di:fficulties which come out by the differences of 

practice and theory in ~LT. 

2.1.5.Denmark Experience 

A unique in-service trai~ng course was heldin Denmark from 1978 to 1985.It 

can be called unique,because the focus at the course was not on only language 

teachers,or trainers,but also on the language learners,pupils.The workshops ·during 

the course were witnessed to work with real language Iearners. Through these 

courses over a hundred language teachers were trained with their students each 

year. The outcomes of these courses have been discussed by some others in recent 

years. 

The tutors of those courses,Michael Breen,Chris Candlin,Leni Dam,and Gerd 

(1989:114) state intheir study that; 

" The purposes of -initial in-service workshops ( ... )were ( ... )two 
fold.( ... )on the one hand was to introduce the teachers to certain 
characteristics of commıınicative language -teachingon the t>ther -hand, was 
to hear of ways in which published textbooks might be best used in additıon 
to those approaches they had developed through their own experience." 

During the courses three phases were taken into consideratıon by the course 

tutors: 

1 )training as 'Transmisson, 

2)training.as 'problem solving, 
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3)training as 'classroom decision making and investigatıon'. 

As 'transmisson' ,language teachers were involved in reflecting their own 

language classes.For 'problem solving' they were invited to deseribe several 

common problems occur in their classes and intented to seek for relevantsolutıons 

to those problems.At the last phase,both language teachers and students were 

invited to make decisions in having more productive langauge classes in their own 

classrooms.In the same article the authors come to the following results:(134/145) 

1 )An in-service coup;e or programme is likely more useful if it 
grows directly out of the experiences,assumpıons and perceived 
problems of the trainees.( ... ) 

2)It seems teachers ~empt too mu ch in their classrooms. Trainers 
may be most .Jıelpful to them by joint exploratıon of teachers' 
responsibiblities in classreom wor-k and by -examinig whieh -of -these 
might be tak en on by their learners 

3)The trainee's own classr-oom and tlıe1earnerswithin-it are a major 
source of informatıon on the nature of language -learning process. The 
training course or pregramme -cookl -otfer teaclıer-s ways cl 
investigating the process.ln that way,theoıy and research may 
bene:fit,and more import~t per-haps teachers can -ex-plore the -potentiaı·· 
-iR -dassr-oem laRgUage learning in order subsequently to relate those 
:findings to outside theoratical and -r--esear-ch developments. 

4)In-service training should focus on what is done in the daily life of 
the language class,tpe --decisions,-aetivities;task-s,-and iearning 
experiences( ... )For the trainer,the teachers' interpretatıons of what is 
done in the classrooms qre as -impertant as the data -ffom -tlıe--clas-sr-oom 
itself · 

5)Any innovation pr~ -on -training -is most usefuHy -in-t-r-odtı-eed 
by building on what teachers currently know and do and occurs in the 
classroom.Rather than maint-aining -t-hat these matter-s--ımıst -be --clıtmgecl 
or replaced,training might entail reflectıon and development rather than 
assume'de:ficiency' on the part oftainees.( ... ) 

6Any training will be converted to do actıon to the extent that ıt is 
seen as valuable as necessary to the teachers and,as -important -to 
leamers. 

7)Training should ep.courage a three- way int-eractron -and 
interdependence between trainers, trainees,and the learners. 

8)The training course or programme must include evaluatıon of its 
outcomes and effects. This will be most informative for trainers if it 
occurs during the pro~ess of training and if there -is -sub -sequent 
evaluatıon by the teachers in terms of what happens in their own 
classrooms( ... ) 
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9)Training must be seen an investigative process where the trainer 
explores possibilities wi~h traiııees -by -drawing -on their -oontributıons 
from the classroom experience and from the leamers.( ... ) 

IO)In terms of our p,:-ogramme,we believe now -that t-rainifıg -eoold 
begin ideally from 'classroom decision making' and 'investigatıon' .If 
this is impractical for tr,aiııer-s, then 'training -as -pr-oblem -wlving' is a 
feasible :first step which will reveal other possibilities to both trainers 
and teachers.' 

This programme has remained unique amongst the others ,because no 

other programme which were conducted in Denmark and in other countries 

could involve those three features of language teaching job;trainer,trainee,and 

the leamer together. The succes of this programme is mostly due to 

takingtrainees' needs and expectatıons before hand. 

2.1.6.0n-line On-going Model 

A di:fferent model has been suggested by Sima Sengupta and Suzi 

Nicholson(1996:50/4),which they called "On-line and On-goıng"They deseribe 

their model as : 

" ... a part of computer based teacher -support -network.' And -they 
stated the purpose of 'Tele-Teach' as ''to build an ongoing 
partnership between teachers and teaeber educators ,and to help to 
create a collobratıve cultures across schools.' 

2.2. Teaeber Training in Turkey. 

Here it has been intended to eritıcize what Turkish authors thınk and 

suggest for ELT courses to train Turkısh language teachers through in-servıce 

teacher training. 

2.2. ı. Teachers On-line 

For example;Sabri Koç(1992:48)suggests a model whıch is based on 

using computer in trainjng language teachers in a contınıous process.He calls 

it'Teachers on-line' .Here how he puts forwards his ideas: 
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'In-service training( ... ) can be de:fined as creating a caring and 
sharing atmosphere in -whieh teaehers share and exchange -the 
experience in their teaching;discuss their problems and practical 
solutıons to their proble,ms -with aeademic hel p fro-m the -educators in 
improving their skills in applying redent 
methodologies,approach~,-elassr-oom management strategies ;gain 
experience in developing and applying an e:ffective curriculum 
evaluating the e:ffectiveqess o-ft-heir t-eaching as well as -their-students' 
perfurmance -on -oourses they teach and according to the feedback 
they get;they make nec~ -changes -in their style -o-f teaehing -and 
suggest ways of recognising the contents of the books they are 
teaching from in accor~ -with -the new develo-pment-s 1n --their 
speci:fic :fields of study 1n line with advance in technology.' 

In order to run this model Dr.Koç even suggests to build a 'Center For 

Contınuıng Educatıon.' The following are the activities which can be carried out 

within that model that Dr.Koç su_ggets: 

"a)Teachers can convey their pr-oblems related to- -their --elassroom 
teaching; 

b)Teachers can convey their-neecls-ooneerning -n-seı=viee training; 
c )Teachers can convey any interesting and successful · classroom 

applicatıons to their colleques; 
d)Teachers can convey -tlıeir -opinio-ns of teaehing -materiafs -they 

are-ttSing-ifl the -classroom; 
e)Teachers can ask ~t any -teaehing materials,-ııew books,any 

interesting applicatıons and developments in their field of study. 
f)Teachers can ex;clıange opmıons coneeming --elassr-oom 

applicatıon of the teaching materials; 
g)Experts can answer te&.ehers' -questıons; 
h)Experts can prepare speci:fic teaching materials according the 

needs of the -teachers; 
i)Experts collect · problems and -form a -database fur -ttSe -in -plaııning 

an in-service teacher training course for every region; 
j)Questıonnaires can be ··appl-ied for -collecting data -abotıt -teaclıers' 

needs,teaching materials,ect; 
k)Administrative no~iees by ministry of educatıo-n -ean -be 

communicated easily. '(ibid:52) 

Both what Dr.Ko9 and Sengupta and Micholson su_ggest seems 

applicablebut needs an expensive system whıch language teachers throughout 

Turkeymay not afford at that moment.But the concept of establishin_g a 

'Center ForContinuing Educatıon 'by Dr.Koç is a vital need which should be 
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realized urgently by In-service· Training Department of Ministry of Educatıon in 

Turkey. 

2.2.2.Model Approach 

Özcan Demirel(1992:45)suggests in his paper that: 

"A model approach to training ELT teachers' that the collobratıon 
between the Ministry ofEducatıon and universities in Turkey should be 
responsible for training language teachers. S ome incentives such as 
credit system,rewarding and studying abroad should be offered to 
successful teachers at ihe en d of in-: service training programmes. Self
training should also be enC01::lfaged and some professional publicatıon 
should be sent to teachers." 

Last year Dr.Demirel ,to an interview took place in a Turkish daily 

newspaper,(Yeniyüzyıl:May 28tlı,1996) suggested that language teachers 

throughout Turkeyshould be encouraged to do M A in ELT at universities. 

2.2.3.In-service Te.acher Training Experience sin ce 1970's in Turkey. 

Teresa Doğuelli(1992: 102) gives some imformatıon about the past 

experiences of in-service teacher training event in Turkey: 

" There has been --a -ffing -history -of m-serviee -traitıing -even! in 
Turkey,both at secondary and tertiary level with little apparent 
improvement. The Council--of -Eorope's -effort in the -l-91B!s--and -early 
80's to facilitate reform were largely fiuitless,and the Ministry of 
Educatıon's distrubitıonş -am:mınted -to virtually a one-man -show -for 
over a decade,moving teachers in state secondary schools no further 
on than where they h~d -started -at 'feacher Training -collages -and 
-univer-sit-ies. 'f-ire -methodology for teaching English in secondary 
school s has been static şinee the t96e '-s. There has been -a 1ittle or no 
sign of innovatıon;it is traditıon unquestıoned,and un-touched since 
its inceptıon .. " 

2.2.4.Hacettepe's Experiences in in-service training. 

An in-service teacher training course was held in Hacattepe University in 

1997. The feedback taken from the trainees rightafter the course have been 

evaluated as follows: 
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Ergüderler(1997)'The findings show that in spite of tutors'friendly 
attidutes, teachersstill considered -ttıtors' attidutes -dir-eetive -and 
imposing. This indicates that theprogrammes mainly imployed a TT 
(Teacher Training) approaeh -wbielı-emphasises little--oont.fibtıtf011 from 
the teachers in decision making and investment." 

As a summary; In-service teacher training has been undertaken in the 

world and in Turkey.In this field, so many types of teacher training events have 

been planned,applied,and evaluated by several authors who approached the 

event from a different perspectives.Almost all of these events revealed 

different,and unique characteristics with their variables of components. The 

common utmost objective of these events was to serve language teachers to 

build a confidence in their professıonal development process. Though,most of 

the models seem to emphasize teacher needs in the design of the courses, 

mainly 'the assumptıons of the trainers about the pursuit needs of the 

teachers .But without bringing what language teachers need and expect related 

to their own language classes into the in-service teacher trainin_g programmes 

almost all the attempts in this field will be fruitless. 
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The purpose of this study is to analyse the professıonal needs of the language 

teachers to gear their ELT method and strategies in order to plan, run, and 

evaluate more beneficial and more productive in-service teacher training courses 

and seminars.The research usedin this study is a comparative survey model. 

3.2.Subjects 

A total of I 00 teachers who are working at 22 English Medium schools,and 

Private Schools ;(one in Sivrihisar, one in Çifteler, 5 in Bozüyük,and 15 in and 

around Eskişehir which have prep classes), took part in this research. The 

teaching experience of the language teachers are from one year to twenty and 

more years. 

3.2.1. Teaching Experience 

The teachers have been classifıed according to the number of yearsof their 

teaching experience. This is necessary ,because in the design of the research , it has 
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been planned to find out whether the needs of the language teachers will change 

as the length of teaching experience changes. 

The data collected shows that ı 6 teachers have the teaching expenence 

between ı to 3 years. The number of the teachers who teach between 4 to 1 O years 

are 25. 34 teachers have the teaching experience between ll to 20 years; the 

teachers who have more than twenty years of teaching experience are 25. 

The group of teachers having experience of 1 to 3 years are called Novice 

teachers.Novice teachers,are those who haven't much experience in language 

classes. They are considered being equipped with la test received knowledge 

(see Wallace :1991)on methodology ofELT.On the other hand ,they areconsidered 

being in great trouple in applying their received knowledge into language teaching 

atmosphere. They may ask for help in integrating language skills ,and how to test 

language skills more than the other language teachers who have more teaching 

experience.Novice teachers will be called as NT infurther pagesin this study. 

As well as NT ,the data collected from 25 English language teachers who 

have more than twenty years ·of teaching experience is alsa evaluated in this 

study.Those teachers are called experienced teachers (ones) in this study 

Experienced teachers are expected to show more different characteristics both in 

demands in language improvrement, and the knowledge on being improved im 

methodology of English language teaching: On one side,they may feelthey are real 

professıonals; on the other side, they migth have reached the stage of stagnatıon 

which is called Burnout by Dr.Allen/1978). In this study experienced teachers will 

be called as ET. 

The second largest group analyzed in this study consists of 59 language teachers 

who have the teaching experience between 4 to 20 years. They can be called 

professıonals according to Dr.Allen's clasificatıon.In this study they will be called 

OT( other language teachers) 
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3.2.2.School'!ypes 

Although the langauge teachers are from four different types of schools;the 

needs of the language teachers haven 't been analysed according to theirschool types 

because all of them are working at English Medium schools whichshow same 

characteristics in school curriculum, and the educatıonal procedures The distrubutıon 

of the teachers ch o sen from ~ach ·school is almost equal:Anatolian High Schools: 

30;English Medium High Schools : 24;Anatolian Vocatıonal High Schools : 27;and 

Private Schools: 19. 

3.2.3.ELT OrganizatiOns and ELT and Language Sources 

In this part what has been aimed at was to find out the ELT events all the 

langauge teachers participated. This is necessary,because any language teachermay 

need to develop himselt7 herself through several ELT events organized by several 

local Educatıonal Boards, Ministry of Educatıon - ın-service Teacher Training 

Departments ,British/ Anıerican assosiatıons . 

The language teachers who took part in this research mostly (% 46) participated 

to local in- service training seminars organized by Ministry of Educatıon -In-service 

Teacher Training Departments :some of the teachers(%30) seem to participated to 

some presentatıons organized by ELT publishers: S ome teachers (%28) said they 

participated Summer In-service courses:Some other teachers(%16) took part in 

several courses organized by Turkish Universities ;probably to complete their bachelor 

degrees. Those who won a scholarship by British/ American Assosiatıons,Iike Fulbright 

or British Council seems to be ina smail scale:%2.0. 

Language teachers are both language learners and language teachers,that is,they 

will improve their language proficiency as a learner on one side,and they will realise 

their professıonal development on the other side. The data shows that. they are 

aware of the language sources they can exploit in improving their language 

proficiency with published language periodicals such as Times,News -Week,and 

Turkish Daily News:%38.0-%32.0.They have come across ELT magazines such as 
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MET and Tesol Quarterly ata very smail scale:%14.0-%8.0(They didn't seem to be 

informed by professıonal ELT organizatıons,like INGED, so much:%7.0.The data 

also shows that some assosiatıons which aim at serving for only language 

teachers ,such as British Council Ankara,Istanbul, İzmir are known by language 

teachers ata low scale %1.0 to %9.0) 

Although language teachers who took part in this research seemed to be aware of 

the sources of ELT magazines,assosıatıons and English langauge magazines,they 

didn't seem to be exploting them . for their own language dasses to a great extent 

They maintained that they have· been exploting ELT perledieals such as Times and 

News Week;and Turkish Daily News .Very few people seemed tobe a member of 

INGED .British 1 American Asssositıons w hi ch languageteachers are in contact with 

didn't seem to be helpful in ELT .This evidence again emphasizes the important role 

of the In-service events organized by Ministry of Educatıon in providing language 

teachers to develop themselves during their professıonallives. 

3.3.Data Collectıon. 

All the data has been collected through a questıonnaire prepared by the 

researcher and allocated to a hundered language teachers. The questıonaire inci u des 

the following parts : Part 1 was designed to optain backgroundinformatıon of the 

language teachers in years of their teaching experience; the name of schools they 

have been working for the last three years;their attendence to the in-service teaeber 

training courses;thethe objectives of those courses; the ELT sources they have 

been expoliting in their language dasses and teaching methods; 

Part 2:Professıonal Issues,consists oftwo parts: 

A is for language improvement .this part has also two sectıons: 

I) is for inquiring language teachers'needs related to their language skills 

in case they are invited to an in-serrvice teacher training course; 
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ll) is for inquiring language teachers' needs about the courses giving informatıon 

on di:fferent language skills during those courses. 

Part B:Professıonal Development aims at to investigate the problematic areas 

and, the remidies to those problems by the help of in-service teacher training 

organizatıons.It consists of :five parts: 

I) is for to investigate the sort of needs language teachers have about Teaching 

grammar during in-service teacher training events. 

ll) is for to investigate the things that language teachers want to learn about 

organizing Listening Classes; 

lll)is for to investigate what particular needs and expectatıons the language 

teachers have ,and require from in-sevice teacher training events in Teaching 

Reading; 

IV) is for to investigate the needs the language teachers have in doing more 

productive and more creative Writing Classes; and 

V) is for to investigate the needs of the language teachers in training their pupils in 

improving Speaking Skills. 

3.4.Data Analysis 

All data are analyzed and frequency counts for each item are found ;for each item 

the results are presented in tables showing the percentages.It is intented to evalute the 

results into two categories: 

Category A:In this sectıon, the data are categorized according to all language 

teachers; Novice and Experienced language teachers in comparison with eachother 
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as well as with the other language teachers.What is aimed atgrquping this way is 

to compare the needs and expectatıons of language teachers who have di:fferent 

length of teaching experience. 

Category B:In this categoıy ,the data are evaluated according to the teachers 

who have been trained through in-service teacher training orgizatıons incomparison 

with those who haven't taken any in-service teacher training events yet, in order to 

find out ho w would the needs and expectatıons of language teachers change in case 

of they had participated those in-service teacher training events. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.Language Improvement 

This part consists of two main group s of informatıon ;one is on the skills 

the language teachers wanted to be improved,and the other part is on the 

methodology they wanted to be improved. 

4.1.1.Language Improvement needs of the teachers. 

The data are analized in terms of language Improvement needs. When we 

look at the who le data we see that 100 language teachers took part in this 

reseach with the length of different teaching experience. 

Table 4.1.1 Language lmprovement. 

Language Novice ! Experienced Other l Total 
Improvement in Te~chers T-eachers Teachers j 
---------------------- n-------%---- -- -n--------%---- 1------n------%----1---n-----o/o--

Reading 
Writing 
Grammar 

9 56.2 7 35.0 20 35.4 36 36.0 
ll 68.7 8 40.0 32 54.2 51 51.0 
12 75.0 7 35.0 16 27.1 35 35.0 

Pronounciatıon 4 37.5 8 40.0 42 71.1 54 54.0 
Vocabulary ll 68.7 13 65.0 44 75.0 68 68.0 
Speaking 

1 
7 43.7 14 70.0 49 84.0 70 70.0 

=O=th=er=s====l'==O==oo.o O 00.0 o 00.0 o 00.0, 
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In language Improvement,most of the language teachers would like to 

beimproved in their Speaking Skills:%70.0.Beside Speaking they also would 

like toexpand their vocabulary capacity:% 68.0.The percentage ofthe teachers 

who would demand to be improved in pronounciatıon is %54.0.Writing 

would beanother subject to be prefered to deal with by those teachers :%51.0 

Reading (%36.0) and Grammar (%35.0) are the subjects which are found 

preferable to be improved through those in-service teacher training courses or 

seminars. 

When we consider the groups seperately,the Novice teachers(NT) felt that 

they mostly need to improve their grammar through in-service 

teachertraining :%7 5. O. This is not a surprising result,because they have a 

strong desire to present the target language which took part in lessons in 

textbooks they teach. As much as Grammar, they felt they need to study on 

Teaching Vocabulary,and improve their Writing skills , lesson, :%68.7. 

They also need to improve their Reading skills to a great 

extent:%56.2.Improving their Speaking skills doesn't seem to be a necessity 

for most of the Nevice teachers probably because they feel they are 

competent in oral skills( %43.7).Less number of teachers would ask for 

Pronounciatıon improvement :%37.5 

Experienced teachers(ET)who have more than twenty years of teaching 

demand to improve their speaking skills at a greater extent:%70.0.They also 

need to expand their vocabulary capacity much:%65.0.Improving other 

languageskills are equally important for those teachers:Writing and 

Pronounciatıon:%40.0;but less number of ET would like to improve their 

Grammar and Reading:%35.0. 

Other language teachers(OT) who have the teaching experience between 

four to twenty years show similar tendencies intheir demands considering in 

language skills through in-service teacher training events. They would ask for to 

be developed in speaking by the help of those courses and seminars at a highly 
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great scale % 84.0.This result is greater than the results of Novice and 

Experienced teachers. Their second ch o ice would be vocabulary expansıon: 

%75.0. As well as developing speaking skills and vocabulary expensıon ,they 

seem to ask for getting a good pronounciatıon through these 

courses:%71.0Beside these,what they would like to do is improving their 

Writing skills:%54.0.Developing other language skills seem to be less 

preferred by these teacherReading:%35.4;Grammar:%27.1. 

Having a look at the table,the data indicates interesting results:The 

teachers who have three to twenty years of teaching experience ,and are 

classified in other language teachers (OT) group need to develop their 

speaking skills(%84.0) and expand their vocabulary capacity( %75.0);but 

the language teachers who have less teaching experience(NT) feel that they 

are in need of learning English Language structure more:%75.0.Another 

interesting difference is that NT also want to develop their wrting skills more 

than all other language teachers: %68.7.Lastly, they would ask for improving 

their Reading skills more than the other teachers:%56.2. 

4.1.2.Needs Related to Skills Improvement of Language Teachers. 

This part is about the language skills that the language teachers need to learn 

more to improve their students . In other words,in order to help their students 

to achieve skills development in English language class, what do language 

teachers need to learn? As well as improving themselves in. language 

skills,language teachers is expected to demand more informatıon on how to 

train their pupils to build more canfidence in improving their language skills 



Table 4.1.2 
Needs to learn in Skills Improvement ofPupils 

Pupils' 
Skills Imprv. 

Novic~ 

feachers 

----------------------------- --n-------0/o--
Grammar teaching .......... . 12 75.0 
Vocabulary teaching ...... . ll 68.7 
Listening skills ................ . 10 62.5 
Reading skills ............... .. 3 25.0 
Writing skills .................. .. 5 35.0 
S peaking skills ................ . lO 62.5. 
English through Video ...... ll -68.7 
English through computer .. 7 43.7 

Others ··························+·! 5.5 

Experiencro 
Teachers 

----11-------~----
9 45.0 

lO 50.0 
9 45.0 
9 45.0 
ll 55.0 
ll 55.0 
8 40.0 

15 75.0 
o 00.0 

Other 
Tea ch ers 

----n-----~---

15 25.5 
51 71.0 
36 7D.D 
19 32.2 
16 27.0 
51 71.0 
29 49:0 
54 91.5 
o 00.0 
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Total 

--n------~-

36 36.0 
72 72.0 
55 55.0 
31 31.0 
32 32.0 
72 72.0 
48 48.0 
76 76.0 
ı ı. o 

As the table shows ,the majority of the language teachers (%76.0) who took 

part in this research would like to study more on English by computer.Their 

second choice would be improving speaking skills and expaııdiııg their 

vocabulary capacity:%72.0.They also would demand to leam more on how to 

organizelisteniııg classes:%55.0.Less numbers of language teachers need to leam 

how to teachEnglish through video:%48.0. Other skills do not seem to beasked 

more to study on: Grammar:%36.0;Writing:%32.0; and Reading:%31.0 Only 

one teacher asked to leam on how to correct students' errors. 

whereas Novice teachers, want to study how to teachGrammar 

mostly:%75.0;that is probably, they are in great trouble to teach English in an 

integratıon as the lessons and units in their textbooks require.Beside Grammar 

what they need to focus on is Teaching Vocabulary:%68.7. This is the 

vocabulary which takes place in the texts in the textbooks they teach . As much as 

Teaching Vocabulary what they ask for is to use Video in teaching 

English:%68. 7 .Developing S peaking and Listening skills seem to be worth 

improving during in-service teacher training events :%62.5;whereas teaching 

English through computer seems to be less important for NT: % 43.7.Although 

they felt they need to develop their writing skills,they don't ask for courses 
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dealing with Teaching writing for their own language classes:%35.0And siınilarly 

only % 25. O of the teachres asked for courses on teaching Reading. 

The experienced teachers (OT) seem to be seeking for changing their tools 

in order to present target language using new technology to a great extent 

:%75.0.They also felt that what their students need to improve would be 

Productive skills:%55.0 ofthem wanted courses on teachingSpeaking and Writing. 

Vocabulary teaching,according to those teachers should not be ignored 

:%50.0.Developing other skills seem to be equally important for those 

teachers:Teaching Grammar,Reading listening :% 45.0 Using video in language 

class appealed to the %40. O of the teachers. 

The teachers who have te~ching experience between four to twenty years and 

displayed under the heading of 'Others' on the table would like to study on how 

to teachEnglish through computerata large scale:%91.5;that is thehighest ratıo in 

all data . BesidTeaching English by computer,they would ask for help in 

devetoping S peaking Skills of their pupils' ,and expand their vocabulary capacity to 

a great extent%7l.O.They also would like to be acknowledged on how to use 

video more effectively intheir own language classes: % 49.0.For those teachers, 

courses on Teaching Grammar is the least important thing:%25.5;that ınigth be 

due to either they feel they are competent in teaching Grammar,or they have come 

across the concept of 'Teaching Grammar' does not necessarily mean that 

'Teaching English' Developing Reading skills (%32.2),and developingWriting 

Skills (%27.0) do not seem to be very necessary for those teachers. 

The big difference between Novice language teachers and the otherlanguage 

teachers who have teaching experience from four to over twentyis in the demand 

in teaching Grammar:%75.0 of NT want courses on grammar teaching whereas 

%45.0 of ET, and %25.0 of OT want to study on grammar teaching. 

The second big difference is in teaching English through video:%68.7. of the 

NT would like to leam about using vide affectively comparing with the 
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expereinced language teachers who demand how to teach English through 

computer in language classes:%76.0. 

4.2.Professıonal Development 

The data collected in this part are analyzed to find out the specific 

needs of the language teachers related to each language point and skills 

developmentThese are evaluated in five groups:GrammarTeaching; 

Organizing Listening Classes;Teaching Reading;Teaching Writing;and 

Developing Speaking Skills. 

4.2.1.GrammarTeaching. 

Grammar teaching is considered to be the primary subject in teaching 

languages;that is why a lot of arguments are made and a lot of speculatıons 

are stated by linguists,textbook writers,teacher trainers and the language 

teachers throughout the world.Most of the textbooks are designed on the 

basis of structural syHabus . The langauge syllabuses developed for teaching 

English and other languages all over the world are mostly based on 

Grammar teaching. What do the language teachers want to learn about 

Grammar teaching? 

Table 4.2.1. 

Needs to learn about Teaching Grammar 

Types of needs Novice Teachers Experienced Others Total 
--------------------------------.n------~---- --11------~o----- -ıı----0/o--- --n--;..---0/o -

Several grammar games ......... 12 75.0 13 65.0 49 86.0 74 74.0 
Testing grammar ..................... 12 75.0 7 35.0 32 54.2 51 51.0 
Recent grammar techniques ...... 7 43.7 16 80.0 37 62.7 60 60.0 
Using textsin grammar ............ 9 55.0 5 25.0 25 42.4 39 39.0 
Concıousness raising activities. 7 43.7 10 50.0 35 50.8 52 52.0 
Discovery techniques ................ 7 43.7 ll 55.0 38 64.4 56 56.0 
Presenting gramınar ................ 5 35.0 3 15.0 18 30.5 26 26.0 
Explaining Target grammar ... 7. 43.7 5 25.0 18 30.5 30 30.0 
Skills in grammar practice ........ 9. 55.0 10 50.0 43 72.8 62 62.0 
Others ...................................... O. 00.0 o 00.0 o 00.0 o 00.0 
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In Teaching gram:pıar language teachers who took part in this research 

would like to learn more grammar games :%74.0.Their second choice would 

be how to use language skills in practising grammar:%62.0.They alsa would 

demand to study on recent grammar techniques:%60.0; including discovery 

techniques( %56.0) and conciousness raising techniques(% 

52.0).Anothersubject related to grammar teaching that language teachers would 

like to learnmore would be testing grammar:%54.0.Less number of the 

language teachers would demand to focus on using texts in grammar 

teaching(%39.0); explaining target grammar(%30.0);presenting 

grammar(%26. 0). 

As it is shown by the table,(4.2.1)the language teachers who have teaching 

expenence over twenty years (ET)do not seem to be happy with their present 

techniques and strategies in Teaching Grammar;so they would like to learn 

Recent Grammar Techniques to a very large extent:%80.0.They alsa would like 

to teach the target language in same enjoyable ways intheir Grammar Classes: 

that is %65. O of tthem would like to learn games. The resultsrealted to Discovery 

Techniques(%55),and Conciousness Raising Activities(%50.0) alsa indicate that 

how those teachers are keen on implementing change and innovatıon' in 

Teaching Grammar. Anather result come about using other skills in Grammar 

practice(%50.0),but Uşing texts in grammar Teaching(%25.0) is that, these 

teachers do not favour teaching a particular grammar point in textbooks using 

several texts ;on the contrary,they feel they should be acknowledged on how to 

make their pupils transfer what they have just learned into more active skills 

which can take place in Productive skills such as, games,speaking and writing 

within real and realistic tasks. They don't seem to be worrying about how to 

present grammar:% 26.0;how to explain the new grammar point :%25.0;and 

howto teach grammar:%35.0.Probably most of the teachers think that they are 

keen on these points 
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Novice teachers(NT) would like to leam more Grammar games through 

in-service teacher traing courses as well:%75.0,but they also need to Ieam 

how to test grammar much more than other teachers:%75.0.They would 

demand to study on how to use the texts to teach grammar and how to 

integrate other skills into grammar teaching:% 55.0.Using recent grammar 

techniqes,discovery techniques, concıousness raising activities don't take 

their attentıon as much as to explain the grammar points at %43. 7.Less 

number of NT would !ike to leam how to present the new grammatical 

points:%35.0. 

Looking at the Other teachers(OT),we could see similar results with 

those who have teaching experience more than twenty years(ET)They demand 

to leam more grammar sames in order to have more fun with Grammar in their 

own languageclasses:%86.0.they seem to be interested in developing 

communicative tasks by the help of several skills in practice:%72.8.In order 

to exploit grammar teaching into language classes in teaching English as a 

vehicle to communicate, they would demand more Recent Grammar Teaching 

techniques: (%62.7);including Discovery Techniques (%64.4)and 

Conciousness Raising Activities(%50.8).They are still more keen on Testing 

Grammar comparing them with those who have more than twenty years of 

teaching experience:%54.2.Less number of the language teachers demand more 

knowledgein Presenting Grammar and Explaning the target language :%30.5. 

Having lo ok at the differences between the group s on tab le , we could 
draw some results: 

l)A greater number of Novice langauge teachers would ask for more 

knowledge on how to Test Grammar:% 75. O in companson with all other 

teachers:%54.2,and theteachers who have the longest expeience of 

language teaching:%3 5. O; 
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2) Experienced language teachers seem to be concerned with 'Recent 
Grammar Techniques' more than the others:%80.0; 

3)The way to practise Target Grammar demanded to be studied by 

the Novice teachers and other teachers would be different:Novice teachers 

would like to learn how to integrate The Target Grammar into other 

language skills (%55.0), "o/hereas OT who have more teaching experience 

would demand to learn more on how to practise Target Grammar within other 

langauge skills:% 72.8 : 

4.2.2.Needs to Learn Organizing Listening Classes. 

In language classes Listening is usually considered a vehicle to present 

the target language,rather than a language skill to be improved by most of 

thelanguage teachers.Listening takes place either in dialoques or ın 

pronounced written texts which have transeripts in the back of the 

textbooks.Listening istaken as a way of 'a good model for 

pronounciatıon ' of words and utterences.Listening comprehensıon is 

usually ignored for the sake of 'good pronounciatıon'by most of the 

languge teachers and textbook writers. 

How much does that choice seem to be changing for language teachers? 

and how well the approaches of the teachers who have different length of 

teaching experience seemed to be changing when we look at their demands 

in organizing Listening Classes? 
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Table.4.2.2 
Needs to learn about Organizing Listening 

Types of needs Novice teachers Experienced Others ı Total 

------------------------------ n ~ 0/ n-% n----%-·~o; .-..,. 

Recent Listening techniques .... 7 43.7 12 -60.0 42 Tl.-ü 61 -61.-ü 
Testing Listening ..................... 9 55.0 8 40.0 37 62.7 54 54.0 
Conducting outside List~ng .. 7 43.7 lO 50.0 36 -61.0 53 --53.0 
Integrating Listening ............... 7 43.7 8 40.0 16 27.0 31 31.0 
Authentic texts in listen~ng ...... 9 55.0 14 70.0 29 4~.0 52 )2.0 
Tasks in listenins ..................... 6 37.5 8 40.0 19 35.0 33 33.0 
Strategies for listening ............. 8 50.0 1-6 80:0 39 -66:0 -63 63;0 
Predictıon listening activities ... 6 37.5 8 40.0 ıs 25.4 29 29.0 
Others ...................................... O 00.0 o 00.00 o 00.0 o 00. 

In listening classes ,having look at alllanguage tea ch ers, we could see that 

more than half of them would demand to learn how to train their pupils by 

devetoping some listening strategies:%63.0.They also wonder what has been 

changing in organizing listening dasses within recent listening techniques:%61.0. 

Highly many numbers qf those language teachers also would like to learn mo re how 

to test listening skills:%54.0. The other choices related to organizing listening 

classes,those teachers would like to study more on conducting outside 

listening:%53.0; using anthentic texts in their own language classes:%52.0. 

Devesing listening tasks:%33.0; integrating listeııing skills:%31:0; and using 

predictıoıı activities in listening classes:%29.0 are the subjects which are preferable 

by less number oflanguage teachers. 

In Listening classes,N ovice teachers asked to be enligtened more onhow to test 

Listening skills and how to use authentic texts to develop listening skills to a large 

extent:%55.0.Like the other teachers, NT would like to learn about how to 

develop several strategies for listening classes:%50.0.Recent Listening 

techniques, conducting listening activities,and integrating listening skills to other 

language skills are the other subject matters to deal with to a small extent: %43.7. 

Most of the NT seeem not to be worrying about learning how 
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conduct prediction tasks, and using these tasksin Listening classes:%37.5. 

In listening classes,what the teachers who have more than twenty years of 

teaching experience(ET) would like to do is to learn several Strategies in order to 

develop their pupills' Listening skills to a great extent:%80.0.In order to ımprove 

the listening skills of their pupils, they would like to know how. to exploit 

Authentic Texts to useintheir Listening classes:%70.0.They also would like to 

ask for being acknowledged on Teaching Listening Teachniques to an important 

extent :%60.0. As well as training students in Listening classes,these teachers 

would like to learn how to conduct Iistening ouside the language 

classes:%50.0.Testing Listening skills,Using Tasks in listening classes,and doing 

Predictıon Activities in listening classes seem to be an important subject matter 

for asınaller number ofteachers:%40.0. 

For the language teachers who are grouped under the title of'Others'on the 

tab le seem to be demanding mo re Recent Listening T echniques in ord er to 

develop their students' listening skills ata largescale:% 7l.O.Beside those 

techniques what these teachers want to learn is several strategies in order to have 

more effective listening classes:%66.0.They also would like to study more 

Testing Listening Skills much more than NT :%62.7.As well as Testing Listening 

Skills ,these teachers would also like to learn more how to conduct extensive 

listening activities or they would ask how to encourage their pupils to do 

extensive listening outside their language classes:%6l.O.They don't seem to be 

ignoring the role of Authentic Listening Texts in their own language 

classes:%49.0,butfewer number of OT want to learn about integration of listening 

into other language skills(%27.0); about predictıon activities,which have the 

geniun value in Listening Classes (%25.4); and about devising severallistening 

tasksfor listening classes(%35.0). 

Having look at the different demands from the language teachers on 
Organizing Listening Classes, we could see a few basic differences: 

l)In listening classes the Novice teachers mainly want to learn about; 
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a) Testing Listening; 
b) U sing authentic text s in listening. 

2) Experienced teachers would also demand to leam to use authentic 

listening textsin their Listening classes; however, instead of testing listening,a 

great deal of ET also would like to leam to develop more strategies in order 

to enable their pupils to develop better listening skills in their own language 

classes. 

3) OT would demand to be acknowledged on Recent Listening 

Techniques and how to conduct listening tasks and activities outside the 

classroom .. 

4.2.3 •. Needs to learn Teaching Reading 

Reading is considered to be the easiest subject by almost all of the 

language teachers. As much as grammar reference and Grammar practice 

books and printed materials , a lot of Reading books are displayed on stands of 

English Language Publishers. 

How well do the needs of language teachers seem to be changing bearing in 

mind their vanous exp<:priences on teaching reading ? 

Table 4.2.3. 
Needs to learn Teaching Reading 

Types of needs Novice Teachers [Experienced Others Total 
-------------------------------- n--o/-~·-n----0/o-- ---n--%-- --n-%-
Testing reading ............ , ............... 8 50.0 9 45.0 17 28.8 34 34.0 
Establishing extensive reading . 13 85.0 ll 55.0 33 54.2 57 57.0 
Recent reading techniques ........... 9 55.0 15 75.0 41 69.4 65 65.0 
Techniques for unknown words. 9 55.0 ll 55.0 12 20.3 32 32.0 
Informatıon about reading skills ... 3 25.0 12 60.0 8 13.5 23 23.0 
Exploiting different reading texts 8 50.0 8 40.0 43 72.5 59 59.0 
Different Reading techniques ...... 8 50.0 ll 55.0 38 o4.4 57 57:0 
Others ......................................... O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 
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In Reading Classes, a lot of language teachers wonder what has been 

changing in teaching reading demanding more to learn about recent reading 

tecbniques:%65.0.Their second choice would be to deal with 

exploitingdifferent texts in reading classes:%59.9.They also would like to 

learn more about establisbing extensive reading ,and exploting different 

textsin reading classes:% 57.0.Beside these,they would like to study on testing 

reading:%34.0 ,and tecbniques for unknown words in reading texts :%32.0 

Less number of teachers are seen to demand some informatıon about 

reading:%23.0. 

Having look at the results ,it seems that Novice teacbers would demand 

nformatıon about teacbing reading,but establisbing extensive reading seems 

to be an important subject to take into account for them ;so they would like to 

learn how to carry out extensive reading at in-service teaeber training events 

to a large extent:%85.0.Novice teachers also want to learn about Recent 

Reading tecbniques,and techniques dealing with unknown wordsin context to 

an important extent:%55.0. half of the NT would like alsoto study on Testing 

Reading skills ,exploiting different texts ,using several intensive reading 

tecbniques (%50.0) Less number of NT seem to be interested in general 

informatıon about Teaching Reading :%25.0. 

In Reading Class,experienced teacbers(ET) want to learn more what is 

new in doing reading to a large extent:%75.0.They also ask for to be 

acknowledged on the theory beyond teaching Reading Skills:%60.0.They 

seem to be interested in Developing several Reading techniques for Reading 

Classes,and establishing Extensive reading;and lastly,they demand to study 

more on the techniques to deal with unknown wordsin context :%55.0.Less 

number of ET would like to leam about Testing reading(%45.0) and 

exploting Different texts in Reading classes: (%40.0) don't seem to be a 

great trouble for these teachers. 
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For OT ,the most important thing to deal with during those ELT events 

would be exploiting Different types of textsin Reading Classes: %72.5,and 

learning Recent Reading Tecbniques:%69.4.Beside these,they would like to 

focus on more developing Different techniques in Reading Classes:%64.4.As 

well as Intensive Reading,these teachers want to learn more about Extensive 

Reading ;so what they would demand to study on establishing Extensive 

Reading:%54.2. Testing Reading Skills(%28.8) 

;techniques for unknown words(%20.3);and Informatıon about Reading 

(%13.5) are required to study more by those teachers. 

Having look at the differences,we could see that; 

I) More Novice language teachers would ask for some informatıon 

about establishing Extensive Reading Classes:%85.0;that is to say; for 

Novice eachersEx:tensjve Reading should be encouareged more than 

Intensive reading in learning English; 

2) On the other hand, such a programme for expeienced teachers would 

like to be study on Recent Reading Techniques,and some theory about Reading 

Skills. 

4.2.4.Needs to learn Teaching Writing 

Writing is perhaps the most useful vehicle to reproduce the language in 

language dasses provided that it is utilised wisely by language teachers. 
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Table 4.2.4.Needs to learn Teaching Writing 

Types of needs Novice teachers Experienced Others Total 
----------------------------------n------%-----t--n------0/o-------n------%------ -n------0/o---
Checking written tasks ..... ll 68.7 12 60.0 32 54.2 55 55.0 
Peer correctıon in writing .... 8 50.0 6 30.0 16 27.0 30 30.0 
Training writing skills ....... ll 68.7 14 70.0 47 78.0 72 72.0 
Integrating writing ............. 8 50.0 6 30.0 ll 18.6 25 25.0 
Testing writing skills .... , ...... 8 50.0 ll 55.0 31 52.5 50 50.0 
Devetoping writing tasks .... 6 37.5 13 65.0 48 80.0 67 67.0 
Others ................................ O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 

In Writing Classes, most of the language teachers would like to learn more 

about training writing skills:% 72.0 .Developing writing tasks:% 67.0 would be 

their second choice to study on.Beside them, they also wonder how to check written 

tasks of their pupils:%55.0.Half of the teachers want to learn how to test writing 

skills:%50.0.0n the other hand,less numbers oflanguage teachers want to learn about 

peer correctıon:%30.0;and integratıon of writing skills within other language 

skills:%25.0 

In Writing class,Novice teachers (NT)seem to have a great trouble in training 

their pupils in writing,C\Ild checking their written studies.%68.7 ofthem would like 

to deal with how to do peer correction ,how to test writing skills and , how to brin_g 

writing skills into an integratıon with the other language skills:%50.0.Surprisingly 

they seem to be worryin,g about how to develop several tasks for writing classes to a 

sınaller extent:%37.5,that may be because developing something ina language class is 

a seperate activity which seems ta be difficult to create for Novice teachers. 

Experienced Language teachers felt that they need more to learn about 

developing writing tasksin their own language classes to a great extent:%70.0.They 

seem to be aware that Real or RealisticTasks for writing will serve to develop 

writing skills.%65.0 of the teachers would like to learn about them. They also seem to 

be aware of the importance ofChecking the written tasks oftheir pupils:%60.0;but 

wanted courses on on the how to evaluate the written studies of their pupils in their 
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own classes.Less number of teachers in this group want to learn about Peer 

Correctıon:%30.0.These teachers seem to be avoiding Establishing Writing dasses 

into an integratıon within other skills:%30.0. 

The teachers who have the teaching experience from four to twenty 

yearsdemand to be acknowledged on how to develop Writing tasks in order to 

improve their pupils' writing skills at a great scale :%80.0. They also seem to be 

interested in courses on Checking the written studies :%54.2;and would like to be 

acknowledged on how to Test Writing skills oftheir students:%52.5.They already 

know Peer Correctıon, because%27.0 of them would like have sesıons on peer 

correctıon., and they don't seem to be willing to take Writting Classes in to an 

integranon within other language skills(%18.6) . 

In terms of the needs of the language teachers in teaching writing skills: 

it can be deduced the following results: 

1 )N ovice language teachers want to study more on ho w to integrate 

writing within other language skills(NT:%50;ET:%30.0;0T:%18.6.) 

2)The teachers who have more teaching experience( ET) seem to have 

courses on hoe to train students in writing skills.taking :%78.0) rather han 

the courses on how todevelope writing tasks:%52. 7 or Integrate Writing skills within 

other language skills(%18.6),so they are also keen on testing writing skills. 

4.2.5 •• Needs to learn Teaching Speaking. 

S peaking is the only skill which both language teachers and their pupils are willing 

to improve as a vehicle for real communicative purposes,but it is a kind of skill that ; 

although almost all of tlıe tasks being checked in language classes through, it is taken 

a great difficulty in its use in real life situatıons after long years of language input. 
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What would language teachers like to learn more about devetoping speaking skills of 

their pupils? 

Table 4.2.5. Needs to learn Teaching Speaking 

Types of needs Novice teachers Experienced Onesl Others r Total 
------------------------------D---% .Ş n-----0/o---- -n----o/o----~---n--0/o-----
Real/realİStİC speaking tş-sks .... 9 55.D 1 14 70.0 37 62.7 -60 60.0 
Testing orall skills .................. 9 55.0 10 50.0 34 57.7 53 53.0 
Integraring speaking skills ....... 9 55.0 6 30.0 24 40.6 39 39.0 
Improving pronounciatıon ...... l3 85.0 10 50.0 36 61.0 59 59.0 
Training fluent and accurate 
communicatıon for re;:ı:l ~ife .. ı 1 -68.7 

Others ..................................... O 00. 
16 
o 

90.0 
00.0 

55 
o 

93.2 
00.0 

-82 82.0 
o 00.0 

In Teaching speaking the language teachers who took part in this reseach 

want to learn about training students for accurate and fluent communicatıon for 

real life situatıons ata great extent:%82.0.They felt they need to learn more on 

devising real or realistic tasks to achieve this:%60.0.They also would like to 

study on how form a goo<;l pronounciatıon oftheir pupils:%59.0; and learn more 

about how to test orall skills of their pupils:%53.0.Less number of language 

teachers seem would demandto study on integratıon of oral skills within .other 

language skills:%39.0. 

In speaking Novice teachers felt that a good pronounciatıon is much more 

important than taking paıt in real communiciative situatıons,so they wanted to 

learn how to develop their students' pronounciatıon :%85.0.Secondly,theywould 

like to deal with developing and conducting activities which will enable language 

teachers to involve their pupils to develop fluent and accurate communiciatıve 

skills for real life situatıons :%68. 7.Conducting real/realistic tasks,testing orall 

skills, and integrating orall skills into the other language skills are also considered 

worth of discussıons during in-service teaeber training sessıons:%55.0. 
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The tab le( 4.2.5) cl early shows that whatever is being taught in language 

class will not make any sense in building communicative competence for the 

students unless the language teachers can provide their pupills several Real to 

deal with skills integratıon in writing :%30.0/Realistic tasks,so, %70.0 of the 

Experienced teachers ( ET ) want to learn r.eal/realistic tasks to train 

them for Real/Realistic communicative situatıons(%90.0).Half. of the 

experienced teachers want to learnhow to test their students in Speaking 

Skills:%50.0.Same numbers of teachers seem to be bored with teaching 

English in an integratıon as in the design of textbooks to be used in language 

classes, so less number of ET would like 

The other language teachers(OT) show similar tendencies with the 

Experienced ones:Their first choice would be Training students from the 

point of Fluency and Accuracy in Speaking skills at the highest 

extent:%93 .2.In order to build that skill in confidence what they would like 

to demand would be to study on how to develop Real/Realistic Tasks in 

Speaking Classes:%62.7.0n the other hand they want to learn how to 

teach pronounciatıon of English %6l.O.They also wonder how to Test 

Speaking skills:%57.7.Integratıon of Speaking within other language skills 

should not be ignored;bııt it didn't seem to be a problematic area in language 

teaching process for these teachers:%40.6. 

Having look at the diferenc,es between these teachers' demands and 
expectatıons from-in-service teacher training events would be: 

1) Novice language teachers w ould like to learn more how to integrate 

Speaking within other language skills(%55.0),and how to help their pupils to 

build a good pronouncitıoQ(%85.0) in speaking English; 

2) more experienced language teachers prefer 'skill training' rather than 

'skills integratıon' intheir own language classes,so they would demand to be 

acknowledged on how to devise Real!Realistic tasks in order to have a .fluent 

and accurate communicatıon for real life situatıons. 
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In this category 60 teachers who have participated ,and 40 teachers 

who haven't participated in-service teacher training courses or seminars have 

completed the reseach questıonnaire;their teaching levels,the length of their 

teaching experience have not been emphasized. What has been aimed at by 

this data analysis in this category is to find out if in-service teacher training 

courses brougth any clear change and innovatıon in the views of the 

language teachers who have been trained comparing with those who haven't 

been trained through any in-service teacher training events yet. 

4.3.1. In-service Teaeber training experience and Skills lmprovement . 

The teachers who took part in this study are the teachers who are both 

Language Learners and Language Teachers. They are usually called'Non

native Language teachers.Non-native language teachers all over the world 

would like to improve their language skills ,especially speaking skills;so 

would their needs change if the language teachers could not get the chance 

to participate any in-service teacher training events? 

W e already worked out their needs related to language skills and tried to 

show the changes among teachers with different levels of teaching experience 

In this part ,their needs will be non-attendance grouped according to their 

attendence and non-attendence to an in-service teacher training programme. 
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Table 4.3.1 
Skills lınprovement through In-Service Teaeber Training 

i~~~~-~~:~~~~~~---1-~. -~~~:~~------- ~-~~~~-~~ice ----t' -n-~-~~-%---
Reading skills ~ 30 50.0 12 30.0 36 36.0 
Writing skills 30 . 50.0 15 37.5 51 51.0 
Grammar knowledge 17 28.3 20 50.0 35 35.0 
Pronounciatıon. 36 60.0 14 35.0 54 54.0 
Vocabulaıy 42 70.0 24 60.0 68 68.0 
Speaking skills 36 60.0 30 75.0 70 70.0 
Others O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 

The priority needs of the whole language teachers who have completed 

this questionnaire would be developing Speaking skills (%70.0) and 

expanding their vocabulary capacity (%68.0) through those in-service 

teaeber training courses. They stated that they also wanted to improve their 

pronounciatıon(%54.0)and develop their writing skills(%51.0).Developing 

reading skills (%36.0) and learning more structure of English 

Language(%35.0) seem less important for these teachers. 

Having a look on the skills that the language teachers who have 

participated to some in-service teaeber training courses or seminars would 

like to develop is the Speaking skills and pronounciatıon:%60.0; half of the 

teachers in this group want to improve their Reading and Writing 

skills;%50.0. More teachers are seen to be aware that they need to expand 

their vocabulaıy capacity as a first step:%70.0.They felt they have enough 

knowledge on grammar of English Langauge:%28.3.So,they show similar 

charecteristics in their priorities comparing with the whole group of 

language teachers. 

Like the other groups, the teachers who didn't take any in-service 

training would like to develop their speaking skills during those courses to a 

large extent:%75.0.Beside speaking,what they would like to improve would 
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be vocabularyexpansıon:%60.0.Half of the language teachers in this group 

seems to be unsatisfied with their linguistic competence:%50.0. Other skills 

seem to be taken into an account at a small scale:Writing:%37.5; 

Pronounciatıon :%3 5. O;Reading:%30. O. 

The change seems to be among the teachers who participated and did not 

participate in-service teaeber training yet in demands in terms of improving 

their language skills would be that those who participated considered 

improving speaking should go with pronounciatıon:%60.0 whereas those 

who didn't participate felt that improving their pronounciatıon is less 

important :%35.0. Another important difference would be in the demands of 

improving their structural knowledge by the language teachers who havent 

participated any in-service teaeber training yet:%50.0. 

4.3.2.Needs related to course on Skills Improvement 

Table 4.3.2 
Needs to learn Skills Improvement through In-service Teaeber Training. 

Needs to learn Skills In-service 1 No in-service Total 
-Improvement in--------------0-------- %-----~----n---------%------ --n---------%--
Grammar teaching .............. 23 38.3 1 24 60.0 47 47.0 
Vocabulary teaching .......... 36 60.0 · 22 55.0 58 58.0 
Developing listening skills ... 36 · 60.0 15 37.5 51 51.0 
Developing reading skiUs .... 22 36.6 8 20.0 30 30.0 
Developing writing skills ..... 30 50.0 10 25.0 40 40.0 
Developing speaking skills .36 60.0 24 60.0 70 70.0 
English through Video.... .21 35.0 24 60.0 45 45.0 
English through computer. .42 70.0 26 65.5 68 68.0 
Others .................................. 0 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 

Langauge teachers who had the chance to participate those in-service 

teaeber training courses at least once in their teaching experience , do not only 

demand to develop their language skills,but , they also demand to develop their 

teaching skills at some points. They felt langauge teaching should be realized 
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using some new technology to a great extent:%70.0.Teaching English through 

video doesn't seem o be an innovation for the teachers who participated In

service Teaeber Training courses and seminars:%35.0.Instead, they demand 

new concepts and strategies to develop their pupils 'speaking,and listening 

skills:%60.0.They also want to help their pupils to expand their vocabulary 

capacity:%60.0;writing skills:(%50.0 )Teaching grammar(%38.3),and teaching 

reading (%36.3) are not considered to be a subject matter for them. 

Using computer is highly in demand by those teachers who didn't tak:e any 

in-service teaeber traini:p.g yet:%65.0.Beside computer,they would like to leam 

how to use video effectively intheir own language classes:%60.0.They would 

like to study on teaching Grammar and Speaking asa secondary concem for 

their own language classes:%60.0.Expanding the vocabulary capacity of their 

pupils seems also very much important to those teachers,so they want to leam 

how to achieve it: %55.0.0ther skills do not take much demand by those 

teachers:Developing Listening skills:%37.5;Writing skills:%25.0 and Reading 

Skills:%20.0. 

Having look at the differences between the teachers who haven't 

tak:en place any in-service teaeber training events in comparison with those 

who have been trained by those couses or seminars are not much. The big 

difference is in Teaching Grammar:the teachers who haven't participated 

any in-service teaeber training events would demand to focus on Grammar 

teaching more than(%60.0) those language teachers who have participated 

(%38.3).Second importani difference is in demand of writing skills 

teaching. The language teachers who participated one/ some of those courses 

or seminars seem to be willing to study how to train students in 

writing(%50.0) more than the other group(%25.0) 
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The data collected in this part are analyzed to find out specific needs of 

the language teachers who have participated and haven't participated any in

service teacher training courses or seminars. These are evaluatt~d in five 

maigroups as inGrammar teaching;Organizing Listening Classes;Teaching 

Reading;Teaching Writing;and Developing S peaking Skills. 

4.4.1 Needs to learn about Teacbing Grammar. 

There is a widespread understanding amongst non-native langauge 

teachers for language teaching:Language teaching is accompanied by 

teaching grammar;that is ,they focus on' form' rather than' content' in 

teaching a particular structure of a lesson in the textbooks they teach in 

their own language classes.Here their needs related to grammar teaching 

are analyzed in terms of the group who attended the courses and other ones 

who haven't attended . 

Table 4.4.1. 
Needs to learn Teacbing Grammar for language Teacbers 

Types of needs In-service No in-service Total 
--------------------------------------~----------n------- 0/'o---- --n------ ~~--- n-------0/0-

Using several grammar games ............. .42 70.0 28 70.0 70 70.0 
Testing grammar .................................... 23 38.3 20 50.0 43 43.0 
Using recent grammar techniques ....... .42 70.0 20 50.0 62 62.0 
Using textsin grammar teaching ........... 21 35.0 12 30.0 33 33.0 
Using concıousness rai$ing-aetivities ... .30 50.0 22 55;0 52 52.0 
Using discoverytechniques .................. .30 50.0 20 50.0 50 50.0 
Presenting the new grammar-point.. ..... 16 26.6 10 25.0 26 26.0 
Explaining the new grammar point.. ..... 20 33.3 10 25.0 · 30 30.0 

~::~s~~~~-~-~~~~-~~-~~~-~-~~~~-i-~~·.·.·.3ı ~~--~ 2g ~~--~ ıs; ~~--~ 

In teaching Grammar , the teachers who have taken part in those in-service 

courses and /or seminars would like to study on creating more grammar games 
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%70.0.They seem to be concemed withRecent gramınarteachingtechniques: 

%70.0;half of them want to have courses on recent techniques including 

conciousness raising activities and discovery techniques in teachinggrammar. They 

would like to practice the targetlanguage within the other language 

skills:%50.0.Testing grammar doesn't seemto be a subject matter to deal with 

through in-service training :%38.3.The teachers in this category probably do not 

think to deal with Grammar teaching in an integration as it has been designed 

within lessons and units in textbooks,because only %35.0 of them required 

courses on integration of the target language to the other language skills; that 

is,they felt that it should be spent more time to'practise'the target langua_ge 

rather than to' present'(%26.6) and, to' explain'(%33.3) it. 

Games are also important for the teachers who didn' take any in~service 

teacher training to a large extent:%70.0.Language teachers in this group seem o 

be preferring to integrate grammar teaching within other language 

skills:%55.0,rather than just using reading!listening texts in their own language 

classes:%30.0.They also seem to be concemed with Testing Grammar (%50.0); 

Recent Grammar techpiques (% 50.0),Conciousness Raising activities(%50.0), 

and Discovery techniques(%50.0) in Teaching Grammar.On the other hand ,they 

don't seem to be concemed with much on how to present Grammar,and how to 

explain the new grammar point:%25.0. 

Two major differences come about from the results on table 4.4~1 : 

l)Language teachers who didn't participate any in-service· events(%50.0) 

would demand to focus on Testing Grammar much more than the teachers who 

participated those events:%30.0 

2)Language teachers who have participated those events(%70.0) seem to be 

concemed with Recent Grammar Teaching techniques more than the other ones: 

(%50.0) 
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4.4.2. Needs to learn about Organİzİng Lİstenİng Classes 

Listening Classes are exploited for realizing two targets;either they are 

exploited as a tool to practise the target language in an integration with 

other language skills or as language skill to be developed. Which of these 

targets are indeman ds of language teachers ? 

Table 4.4.2. 
Needs to learn OrganİZİng Lİstenİng Classes for Language Teachers 

~~~~_____[ __ ::~~~--~r--~~~~~~----
Recent Listening techniques .......... .36 -60.0 

1 
22 55.0 58 5-8.0 

Testing Listening ........................... 23 38.3 24 60.0 47 47.0 
Conducting outside Listening ...... .36 60.0 15 37.5 , 51. 51.0 
Integrating Listening ..................... 23 38.3 10 25.0 33 33.0 
Using authentic texts in listening ... 30 50.0 20 50.0 50 50.0 
Using tasksin listening skills .......... 20 36.6 12 30.0 i 32 32.0 i 
Strategies for listening ~ls ......... 42 10:0 24 -60.0 ı -66 66.0 
Predictıon activities in listening . . . . 18 30.0 10 25~ 28.0 
Others .......................................... o 00.0 o 00.0 o 00.0 

The table shows that language teachers who have taken in-service 

teaeber training courses or seminars are aware of training Listening skills 

;so what they need to learn is several strategies in order to develop their 

pupils' Listening skills at a great extent:%70.0.They demand alseRecent 

teaching Listening techniques and to be acknowledged on how to conduct 

outside listening activities%60.0.They are also aware of the importance of 

using authentic texts in listening classess.%50.0 of them would like to get 

some informatıon on using authentic texts.They aren't concemed about 
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learning testing listening skills;using tasks in listening skills(%38.3);and 

predictıon activities in listening classes:%30.0.so much 

The results shows that the teachers who didn't get the chance to 

participate any in-service teacher training courses yet, would like to develop 

several 'strategies' which will help them to train their pupils:%60.0.Beside 

Training Listening Skills ,they demand to be acknowledged on how to Test 

Listening performence oftheir pupils:%60.0.They are also in concem with the 

Recent Teaching/Training Techniques.%55.0 ofthem would like to leam how 

to exploit. authentic materials in listening dasses . On the other hand,it 

doesn't seem to be a necessary to leam about conducting listening skills 

outside the classroom :(%37.5),and bringing several tasks into the listening 

classes:%30.0.Integrating Listening Skills into other language skills only 

%25. O of them would lik e to have courses on conducting Predictıon 

Activities into the listening dasses (%25.0) 

Two major differences come out of the table: 

1) is that, the lan~uage teachers who didn 't participate any in-service 

training are keen on learning about Testing Listening more (%60.0) comparing 

with those who have been trained through those courses:%38.3; 

2) is that,the teachers who participated in-service teacher training courses 

do not consider that intensive listening dasses are enough to' improve their 

pupils' listening skills,and would demand to leam about it ( %60.0 ) in 

compariston with the language teachers who didn't participate any of those 

events yet.(%37.5). 
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4.4.3.Needs to Learn about Teaching Reading for Language teachers 

Teaching Reading is usually considered to be an easy subject matter in 

language classes by most of the language teachers. They feel their pupils will 

unconciously acquire Reading skills through English language learning How 

do language teachers in this category approach Reading Classes,and what do 

they expect to learn about Teaching Reading through in-service teacher 

training events? 

Table 4.4.3 
Needs to learn Teaching Reading for Language Teachers 

Types of needs In-service No in-service Total 
------------------------------------------ ---n---------0/'o-- ----n--------0

/'o---- ---n---------0
/'o-

Establishing extensive reading..... 30 50.0 22 55.0 52 52.0 
R-eeent·reading teclıniques............. 36 60.0 24 60.0 60 60.0 
Techniques for unknown-words ... 30 -s-o~o 28 70.0 ·-58 -58.0 
Informatıon about reading skills... 17 28.3 5 12.5 22 22.0 
Exploiting different textsinreading 30 50.0 12 30.0 42 42.0 
Using different reading techniques ... .30 50.0 24 60.0 54 54.0 
Testing Reading Skills ...................... 24 48.0 28 70.0 52 52.0 
Others ................................................ O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 

Language teachers ,who couldn't get the chance to participate any in

service teacher training yet, felt that they should get into on extensive 

reading:%60.0.They also wonder about recent reading techniques:%60.0. They 

wonder how to test reading skills better;how to train their pupils to deal with 

unknown words in reading texts;how to exploit different reading texts in Reading 

classes; and what sort of Reading techniques they can use in their · own Reading 

classes:%50.0.They do not seem to be concerned with theoretical assumptıons of 

Teaching Reading much:%28.3. 
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Language teachers who have participated in-service teaeber training 

courses felt that what is important in Reading Classes more than other 

things is that Recent Reading Techniques:%60.0.0n one hand ,they seem to 

be keen on how to do Reading in their own langıuge classes in terms of 

techniques and strategies(%50.0),and how to conduct or encourage students 

to do reading outside the language classes:%50.0,and on the other hand, 

they would demand to be acknowledged on how to test Reading Skills of 

their pupils' :%48.0. 

According to the results , two major demands come out of the tab le seems 

to be a needed alot in Reading Classes by the teachers who didn't take 

any in-service teaeber training events yet: 

1) how to enable the learners to deal with unknown words in context 

(%70.0),and 

2) how to prepare appropriate Reading Tests.(%70.0) 

4.4.4.Needs to learn about Teaching Writing for Language Teachers. 

Writing is usually ignored by the learners and the language teachers. 

Writing is a very productive skill both to practise the target language and to 

activate the target vocabulary and the structure in a written form;it is 

usually ignored for the sake of completing the sylabus which aims at 

presenting a particular grammatical point.How much this descriptıon will 

change according the dernan ds of language teachers ? 
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Table 4.4.4 
Needs to learn Teaching Writing forLanguage Teachers. 

Types of needs In-service No in-service 1 Total 
---------------------------------------------11--------0/'o---- ----11-------0/'o----r-11-------0/'o--
Checking students' writen tasks ....... .36 60.0 14 35.0 50 50.0 
Usingpeer correctıon in writing .... 22 36.6 8 20.0 30 30.0 
Training students on writ-ing skills ..... 42 70.0 28 70.0 70 70.0 
Integrating writing skills ................... 21 3 5. O 1 O 25. O 31 31. O 
Testing writing skills ........................ .30 -50.0 12 30.0 42 42.0 
Developing tasksfor writing ..... : ...... 30 50.0 22 60.0 52 52.0 
Others .............................................. O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 

The table shows that the teachers who have participated in-service 

teaeber training courses and 1 or seminars at least onece or more, take Writing 

skills at a great extent:%70.0.They also demand to be acknowledged on Classes 

as on how to train their students on writing how to check their students' written 

studies: %60.0.They wonder how to test writing skills and how to create some 

real and realistic tasks to exploit intheir own language classes:%50.0.Most ofthem 

wouln't like to be informed on Checking written studies or peer correctıon 

(%36.6); and integratıon ofwritingwithin other language skills:%35.0. 

In devetoping Writi11g Skills, the teachers who didn't participate any in

service teacher training events ,seem to be interested to expand their knowledge 

on'trai11i11g' their students in writing :%70.0.These teachers also seem to be 

aware of the important role of devetoping several Real and Realistic tasks in order 

to achieve this success,so , %60.0 of them would like to expand their knowledge 

to prepare reaVrealistic tasks. Checking written tasks(%35.0);testing Writing 

(%30.0);Dealing with writing in an integratıon (% 25.0); and Using Peer 

Correctıon(%20.0) don't seem be an important subject matter to be dealt with 

during in-service teaeber training courses or seminars or the teachers in this group. 
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Having look at the different demands from in-service teacher 

training,we could see that the teachers who didn't participate any training 

gives interesting results for Writing Classes: 

1) The language teachers who didn't participate any of those events felt 

the needs of developing several tasksfor succesful writing.So, %60.0 of 

them wanted to learn how to prepare several tasks for their own writing 

classes,but surprisingly they don't seem to be interested in Testing 

Writing.(%30.0); 

2)For the teachers who got the chance to participate 
. . 
ın-servıce 

courses or seminars what is very important is Cheching their pupils' written 

works.So, they(%70.0) wanted courses on checking the written studies of 

their pupils in their own writing dasses 

4.4.5.Needs to Learn About Teaching Speaking. 

Language teachers who completed this questıonnaire would demand to 

get some help to develop their speaking skills.What are the priorities of the 

teachers who participated comparing with those who didn 't get the chance 

to participate any in-service teacher training eventson Teaching Speaking? 

T-able 4.4.5 
Needs to learn Teaching Speaking for teachers 

~~~~;.-~:~J.~ ~~~'H~~~-;~~-
Testing orall skills ......................... 36 60.0 22 55.0 ~ 58 58.0 
Integrating speaking skills .............. 30 50.0 20 50.0 50 50.0 
Improving pronounciatıon skills .... 36 60.0 28 70.0 64 64.0 
Training for fluent and accurate 
cornmuniciative skills for reallife . 42 70.0 34 82.5 76 76.0 
Others ............................................ O 00.0 O 00.0 O 00.0 

The teachers who have already participated in-service teacher training 
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courses or seminars at least onee/or more times demand some practical 

ideas to train their pupils in order to form fluent and accurate speaking 

skills to a great extent:%70.0.They also want to help their students to 

pronounce English pretty well:%60.0.They seem to be concemed with how 

to test their pupils 'speaking skills too:%60.0.They are are interested in 

having courses on how to conduct several real/realistic tasks in their own 

Speaking classes: %55.0.Beside these, they ask for to be acknowledged on 

how to integrate speaking skills into other language skills :%50.0. 

The primary aim for language teachers who didn't take any in-service 

teacher training event yet,seems to be to develop students' s peaking skills in 

order to communicate in English both fluently and accurately to a very 

large e:xtent.%82.5 of the teachers want to improve themselves on how to 

train their pupills for succestlıl communicatıve skills. . The teachers also want 

to improve their knowledge on pronounciatıon:% 70.0.The teachers in this 

group seem to be aware of the im portance of Conducting Real/Realistic tasks 

in order to develop their pupils' speaking skills.%60.0 want to leam to 

develop such tasks .. The percentage of those who wanted to leam Testing 

Speaking Skills is %50.0. 

Having look at the different demands of the teachers who have 

participated and did not participate in-service teacher training yet ,we could 

not see more similarities rather han differences in term of speaking skills : 

1) Language teachers in both groups would demand to focus on 

Testing Speaking skills.% 65.0 of those who participated in-service teacher 

training courses comparing with those who didn't participate those courses 

yet(%50.0) 

2)The teachers who haven't been trained through in-service teacher 

training courses would demand to be acknowledged on Training students in 

order to develop accurate and fluent communicative skills to agreat 

extent(%82.5),and similarly %70.0 of the teachers who participated several 

in-service teacher training events would like to study on them. 
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4.5.Discussıon. 

With different models and objectives ,in-service teaeber training has been 

realised in many countries in ELT for many years. The primary objective of such 

an in-service teaeber training course would be to provide language teachers some 

opportunities for their professıonal development. 

Lunge (1990:244-268) de:fines professıonal development as: 

" ... a term used in the literature to deseribe a process of continual 
intellectual,experimental and. attitudinal growt of teachers." 

Richards and Roe (1994) emphasizes that: 

'If language teaching is to be a genuingly proffessıonal exercise it 
requires continual experimentatıon and evaluatıon on the part of the 
practıtıoners whereby in seeking to be more effective in their pedagogy they 
provide at the same time-and as a collobary-for their own continuing 
educatıon.' 

How can teachers be helped to develop their professıonal competence to cope 

with the different roles,skills imd behaviours required of them in the classroom ? 

How can they be helped to make connectıon between what they learn through an in

service teaeber training course,and what they experience in their every day teaching 

reality ? One of the ways to provide this help to the teachers is conducting in

service teaeber training courses. 

Palmer (1993) claims that such courses will bring a little opportunity to help 

teachers to explore the implicatıons of language teaching in classrooatmosphere.; 

Altan's research(1994:4) indicate that ;language teachers who took part in that 

research benefited from the courses.As he states: 

"The factors which most intluence teachers in their teaching were 
reported as teaeber training/development courses(55%),seminarsorganized 
for teachrs(.26% ),self reflectıon(2 1%) and past experience as language 
learner(18%)" 
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Rixon(1989)draws the attentıon on the process of training language teachers 

at an in-service teaeber training eventAccording to her, language teachers should 

be given a change to reflect their teaching choices(infonnatıon input,knowledge ); 

they should be given to fonn some sort of positive attitudes on theirpupils( attitute 

fonnatıon or conviction); and ,finally language improvement. 

Rixon(1989:46-7) states as follow: 

'The process of training a teaeber is commonly accepted to involve 
three main ways of taking the trainee from whatevet his initial state may be 
towards something w hi ch enlarges his potential as a 'good ' teacher: 

l)informatıon input,or knowledge he or she needs to heve to 
provide a good backgroı:md and a rat-ıonal framework for making his or her 
teaching choices; 

2)attitude formatıon, or convictıon that some aspects of language 
perfonnence are more important than others,and that certain techniques and 
approaches on the part--of of the teaeher are more likely to help pupils 
tcwards these types -of perfonnence than others; 

3)improvement in teMhing-skills, -or performence in class. 
Giving the trainees the opportunity to work on being able to do effectively 

in class the sort ofthings-convictıon and -knowledge prompt them to try and 
more broadly,to work towards being the sort of teaeber they see as 
'good'." 

As Rixon also indicates, one of the primary goals of the language teachers in 

order to participate to in-service teaeber training events is language improvement 

. The outcomes of such an event which was held in İzmir in 1995 has revealed that 

the majority ofthe trainees demanded to be given some opportunity to develop their 

certainlanguage skills,particularly speaking skills;they even asked to have speaking 

dasses with native speakers.( see appendix ll) In this research, almost all of the 

language teachers e~pect to develop their speaking skills and expand their 

vocabulary capacity through in-service teaeber training events. In additıon, 

Experienced language teachers felt they are incompetent in structure of English , 

whereas Novice language teachers felt they stili need to develop their writing 

skills(tables:4.1.1. and 4.3.1) 

In skills development for their pupils what the language teachers demand from 

in-service teaeber training courses and seminars is almost the same things :they want 
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to develop for themselves; how to devetop their pupils' speaking skills and how to 

expand their vocabulary capacity?. They al so would like to deal with teaching English 

through computer.Beside these,Novice language teachers would like to leam how to 

teach grammar in an integratıon and how to use video in their own language 

classes.(tables:4.1.2. and 4.3.2) Similar evidence was witnessed by the researcher, in 

insevice teacher training programme in Ankara,Hasanoğlan in 1994: 80 language 

teachers who had one to four years of teaching experience( NT),and all from state 

secondary schools, were asked to write down five subjects that they had been 

af:fected during the course from the most important to the least important .Here is 

their answers: 

1) Integratıon of skills; 
2) Teaching grammar; 
3) Testing language skills; 
4) classroom activities; 
5) classroom management. 

In another course held in İzmir on May 22,1995, about 200 hundred language teachers 

who had long teaching experience(ET and OT)from English Medium High Schools in 

İzmir,had written down the subjects they wanted to study at further courses, as follows: 

1) classroom activities, 
2) process writing; 
3) course book evaluatıon(how to select coursebooks) 
4) Testing oral skills; 
5) dealing with unknown words in texts. 

Almost all of the language teachers in this research, are aware that Teaching 

grammar should be more enjoyable;so what they would like to learn is grammar 

games. but experienced language teachers would also demand to study on Recent 

Grammar techniques,such as conciousness raising,and discovery techniques, 

whereas, N ovice language teachers ask for studying on integratıng grammar within 

other language skills as it is presented in lessons in textbooks Looking at those who have 

participated and didn't participate any in-service teacher training events,both would ask 

for help on how to integrate grammar teaching within other language 
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skills(tables:4.2.1.&.4.4.1 ).So, language teachers want to learn how to practise 

grammar more productively as in games; in such as course in İzmir ,1995,the majority of 

language teachers asked for more grammar games during a sessıon which was called 

'practical file' 

In Organizing Listening Classes Almost all of the language teachers agrees on 

learning several strategies to train their pupils to develop their listening skills.But only 

N ovice teachers would demand to study on how to integrate Listening classes int o 

other language skills,and how to test listening skills in language classes (tables:4.2.2.& 

4.4.2 ) 

In Reading Class,language teachers felt that both intensive and extensive reading is 

very important. so they would ask for help on Recent Reading techniques . The 

experienced language teachers would also demand some theory in doing reading 

classes. The teachers who didn't take any in-service training would ask for to be 

enligtened on how to help their pupils to deal with unknown words in reading texts. The 

teachers who participated several in-service events take Reading Class as' Extensive 

reading' rather than' Intensive Reading' so,what they would demand more reading 

strategies to exploit intheir own Reading classes.For experienced language teachers 

Reading should be carried out as 'Extensive' so what they would demand to study on 

how to conduct Extensive Reading Classes. (tables:4.2.3 and 4.4.3 )but Reading 

Classes at in-service teacher training courses extensive readingis usually ignored; 

instead the process of intensive reading; dealing with unknown words in 

texts;reading strategies are often taken into account; that may be language teaching is 

stili teacher centered . The courses held in several cities in Turkey both as Summer in

service teacher training courses,and local short in-service courses, extensive reading has 

not been included into the programme of these courses,because the participants are not 

asked what they need to learn in ~hich subject. 

Writing is a difficult subject for both language teachers( to check the writtenstudies, 

needs a lot of time to write,ect), and the students( takes alot of time, mistakes,red dots on 

their writing papers,ect) .. And most of the time it is ignored because it is considered as 
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time consuming ,so languge teachers prefer preparing a lot of grammar exercises 

instead. But as it is indicated through this paper ; all of the language teachers who took 

part in this research would demand to study on two things related to writing dasses from 

in-service teaeber training: 1 )is to learn how to conduct reallrealistic tasks in order to 

develop their pupils' writing skills; and 2) is to learn how to check whatever their pupils 

write in their own language classes. ( tables:4.2.4 and 4.4.4 ). 

All of the language teachers want to improve their pupils' language skills so that 

could take part in real communicatıon In order to achieve this what they faresee for their 

pupils to form accure and fluent communiciative skills .Besi de this,N ovice language 

teachers would demand to be acknowledged on how to help their pupils to pronounce 

English pretty well ,and need to learn how to integrate Speaking skills within other 

language skills( tables:4.2.5 and 4.4.5) 

All these results are the outcomes of the reseach conducted for language teachers 

who are working at English Medium High Schools in and araund Eskişehir .It has been tried 

to de:fine and deseribe through this study what sort of needs and expectatıons would be 

required if any in-service teaeber training event was organizi ed on the basis of trainees' real 

needs. 

As this reseach indicates, teachers' needs are varıous:So, when an in-service teaeber 

training programme is planned such differences could be taken into consideratıon.Fore 

example: the majority of language teachers would demand some comman subjects to be 

dealth with during the sesıons such as ,improving their speaking skills, expanding their 

vocabulary capacity,training students on accurate and fluent communicatıon for reallife 

situatıons;and particularly every group of language teachers would demand particular 

sessıons on the basis of their needs which come out their own English teaching expereinces 

and their own language classes,such as:improving pronounciatıon by Novice 

teachers,English through computer by Experienced teachers,and how to exploit 

authentic texts in reading dasses by other language teachers. 
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All these demands and expectatıons come out of the experiences of the real 

language classes.Unless these expectatıons are taken into consideratıon in developing 

in-service teacher training programmes, it will stay fruitless to implement change and 

innovatıon in language classes So, the trainees who participate those events should be 

allowed and encouraged to reflect from their need and own language classes;as 

Michael Breen,Chris Candlin,Leny Dean,and GerdGabrielsen 

(1 989: 125)indicated; 

"teachers could be the main catalysts for 'innovatıon' ;and each teacher 
could be the main agent for 'change' if the innovatıon itselfmotivated ... " 

provided that In-service teacher training content could be developed on the base of 

trainees' real needs,rather than the pursuit needs that the trainers foresee'important 

or 'vital '. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

5.1.Summary. 

In this study, it has been intended to investigate what sorts of needs and 

expectatıons the langauge teachers bring into in-service teacher training 

courses;how well those needs and expectatıons will change according to the 

length of language te&chers' teaching experience; and will these need and 

expectatıons give any clear differences taking the experience of parti ci pating 

those events. With the number of 100 language teachers from English M edi um 

high Schools from Sivrihisar,Çifteler,Bozüyük and Eskişehir took part in this 

research. They have various length of teaching experience .In this research the 

data collected from the language teachers have been analaysed in three groups 

:first group consist of 16 N ovice language teachers,(between 1 to 3 years of 

teaching experience); second group consists of 25 Expereiııced language 

teachers (who have between 4 to 20 years of teaching experience), and third 

group consists of 59 other teachers ( who have more han 20 years of 

teaching experience )The data also have been analysed according to the the 

teachers who have and haven't participated any in-service teacher training 

courses.In this part 60 language teachers (who participated those courses, 

and 40 language teachers ( who did not participate any of them) took part in 

this research .. 

As this research indicates ,language teachers who have different length of 

teaching experience have different needs and expectatıons related to their 

methods of teaching En,glish in their own language classes.F or example, the 

majority of language teı:ı.chers who to ok part in this research want to improve 

their speaking skills and expand their vocabulary capacity Beside this, 

N ovice language teachers(NT) would like to improve their grammar and 

writing skills.(tables:4.1.1 ).For their own language classes,Novice language 

teachers want to learn how to use video effectively,whereas experienced 



language teachers(ET) want to learn about using computer in teaching 

English.In Teaching grammar, Novice language teachers want to leam 

how to integrate and test grammar , whereas Experienced language 

teachers(ET) would demand to study on recent grammar techniques. 

table:4. 2.1 )In Organizing Listening classes, the common subject that half of 

the language teachers want to learn is how to use anthentic texts in their 

own language classes.Beside this, Novice teachers want to leam how to test 

listening skills;experienced teachers want to learn how to develop several 

strategies in order to improve their pupils' listening skills; and other language 

teachers would like to study on recent grammartechniques ,and how to 

conduct extensive listening activities.(table:4.2.2)In Reading classes, 

Novice language teachers want to leam how to conduct extensive reading 

whereas experienced language teachers want to leam the theory of 

reading,and recent reading techniques. (table 4.2 .3).In Writing 

Classes,the common sqbject that the majority of language teachers want to 

leam about is integratıon of writing.Beside this,experienced language 

teachers want to leam how to develop several tasks to be exploited in their 

own language classes. (table 4.2.4).In Speaking Classes,Novice teachers 

want to learn how to integrate speaking skills and,how to develop their 

pupils' pronounciatıon skills,whereas experienced language teachers and 

other language teachers want to leam how to develop real/realistic tasks in 

order to improve their students' accurate and fluent communicative skills 

for reallife situatıons.(4.2.5.). 

Having look at the results,that the language teachers who have 

participated in-service teaeber training courses comparing with those who 

did not participate any of these events , we could see that ; those who 

participated in-service teacher training events want to improve their speaking 

skills and their pronounciatıon skills whereas, the language teachers who did 

not participate any in-service course want to improve their grammar in 

English Language .( table: 4.3.1 ).In their own language classes,the teachers 
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who participated in-service teacher training courses want to improve their 

students' writing skills,whereas the teachers who didn't participate those 

events want to lea:rn about how to improve their pupils' grammar 

skills.(table:4.3.2.).In Grammar classes,the teachers who participated in

service teacher training courses would like to deal with recent grammar 

techniques whereas the other teachers who didn't participate those events 

would like to learn about how to test grammar in their own language 

classes.(table 4.4. l).In Organizing Listening classes,the teachers who had 

the participatıon to those events want to learn how to conduct extensive 

listening classes,whereas those who didn' participate any of those courses 

would like to study on how to test listening skills.(table:4. 4. 2).In Reading 

Classes, the language teachers who participated those events want to learn 

how to expoit different texts in reading classes,whereas other language 

teachers wold like to leam about how to test Reading skills(tables 4.4. 3). 

In Writing Classes, language teachers who participated those events want to 

leam about how to check their pupils'written studies,whereas other teachers 

would like to learn .about how to develop several tasks in order to improve 

their pupils' writing skills.(table :4.4.4.).In Speaking classes,the common 

subject to deal with during in-service teacher traning events is how to train 

their pupils for accurate and fluent communicative skills.Beside this,the 

language teachers who had the chance to participate those events want to 

learn how to test oral skills whereas other other language teachers want to 

learn about how to improve their students' pronounciatıon skills. 

(table:4.4.5.) 

As a result ,as the reseach findings clearly deseribed and analyzed in 

this paper indicates that In-service teacher training can be more beneficial if 

the expectatıons and the needs of the language teachers are taken beforehand 

in the development of in-service teacher training course programmes;for 

example, Mostly N ovice Language teachers ,and experienced language 

teachers teachers would benefit more from these events.Novice language 
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teachers would usually ask for integratıon of skills and, how to test each 

language skill intheir own language classes,whereas experienced language 

teachers would demand more practical hints to exploit in their own language 

classes,and they would focus on training their pupils on language skills. 

5.2.Conclusıon. 

In-service Teaeber Training ıs a vehicle to serve to build 

proffessıonal development in language teaching.It is a part of language 

development process. S ince the concepts lead the language 

teachers,authors,and the researchers on leamer- generated language 

leaming, what is suggested through this research is to relate in-service 

Teaeber Training job <:>n language teachers,so in-service teaeber training 

should be based on what language teachers think in ELT;how they apply it 

in their own language class,and how they evalute their proffesıonal 

development in sense of theory and practice. Otherwise, no in-service 

training will be able to achieve any success in training language teachers and 

bringing new contributıons in English Language Teaching. 

In-service teaeber training,:from a diffemt point of view, has also a unique 

characteristics with its preparatıon,its content,its method,and its 

evau1atıon. Since. The primary reason and the primary goal of that event is to 

help langauge teachers to gear their methods and techniques,to gain more 

canfidence in involving their pupils into leaming the language, to recognize new 

materials and leam how to benefit from them in tecahing the langauge.More 

than that,in-service teaeber training should focus on the changing role of 

langauge teaeber in the theory of English Language Learning. The researches 

carried on EL T put the leamer at the first stage in lanaguege class. 'Langauge 

Teaching' has inclined to tum into'langauge leaming' and this current approach 

drives the experts in language teaching to adjust their methods and techniques, 

their beliefs ,and, to some extent,forces them to re-think and evaluate their 

roles and responsibilities in langauge class. Richards (1994: 160)calls t~ new 



situatıon in langauge teacher's rolesin ELT'Re-defining Teachers Role' and 

he deseribes as follow: 

" .. No longer simply a presenter of material or an implementer of a 
method,the teacher now has a role ;that is not only more complex,but more 
cricuialifor the teacher must seıve variously as material developer,need 
analyst,and investigator of his/her own classroom,negotiating both syHabus 
,content,and methodo~gy with the learner.Rather than methods 
determimimg the curriculum,the school and the classroom are seen as the 
context in which pla,ıming,development, and supportive activities take 
-plaee.A number -of implicatıons for techer deucatıon and teacher 
development follow from this redefyning role of the techer' s role.' 

5.3.Suggestıons for Further Research. 

Three elements are seen to interact , under the responsibility of 

language teacher , in any language classes: Material,Learner,and 

method;in this research ' need s of lan_guage teachers related to lan_guage 

teaching methods ' have been taken into consideratıon.What is suggested for 

further studies to the researchers is to investigate how to develop a trainee 

generatedin-service Teacher Training Sylabus.What is also suggested to the 

researchers is to investigate through in-seıvice teacher ırainging courses , the 

needs and expectatıons of language teachers realated to learners and the 

materials in English language teaching process. 
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APPENDIXI 
IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE 

lnstructıon:In order to develop a useful,productive,and benefi.cial course programme 
to be us ed at in-service teacher training courses,it has been intended to find ·out 
your'real needs' related to ELT. You don't need to put your name so that you feel 
more comfortab le anf free to assert your own ideas. 

PARTI 
Personal lnformatıon.(Please tick) 

1. Teaching Experience 
a( )1-3 years 
b( )4-1 O years. 
c( )11-20 years. 
d( ) +20 years. 

2)Which school( s) have you been working for the last three years? 
F~ll name (school) City: 

a) ........................................................................ a) ....................................... . 
b) ....................................................................... b) ................................... . 
c) ......................................................................... c) ...................................... . 

3)Which classes do you teach this year? 

4))What Level(s) do you teach this year? 
a( )Elementary 
b( )False beginners. 
c( )Lower Intermediate. 
d( )Intermediate. 
e( )Upper-Intermediate 
f( )Advanced. 

S)Which of the ELT Organizatıons below have you participated? 
a( )local in-service training seminar 
b( )summer in-service training course. 
c( )swapshops organized by publishers. 
d( )ın-service training course organized by USIS or Bntısh Council. 
e( )ELT seminar given by any University in Turkey. 
ft )scholarship given by any British! American Assosiatıons. 
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6)If you have participated any of EL T events above;write: 
a)The name: ........................................................................................................ . 
b )The year: ......................................................................................................... . 
c)The place(country/city): ................................................................................... . 
d)Objectives ofthe event: .................................................................................. . 

7)Which of the following have you had any contact with? 
a( )INGED 
b( )Modem English Teacher. 
c( )Tesol Quarterly. 
d( )Times/newsweek. 
e( )Turkish Daily News. 
f( )British Council Ankara. 
g( )USIS aAnkara. 
h( )British Council Istanbul. 
ı( )British Council İzmir. 

8)Are you still in contact with any ofthese above ?(Please list their names:) 
!) ...................................... . 
2) ....................................... . 
3) ...................................... . 
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Please circle wherever applicable to you in the following questıonslstatements. 

A)Language Improvement 

1)/f I were invited to an in-senıice Teacher Training course I' d /ike to have 
courses 

that: 
a) improve my reading skills .................... yes ..... no 
b) improve my writing skills .................... yes ..... no 
c) improve my grammar knowledge ......... yes ..... no 
d) improve my pronounciatıon ................. yes ..... no 
e) improve my vocabulary ........................ yes ..... no 
f) improve my speaking skills .................. yes ..... no 
g)other(s)(please specify) ..................................................................... . 

ll) During such an in-service teacher training course.. I' d /ike to have sessıons that 
improve my knowledge on: 

a )grammar teaching .................................. yes ..... no 
b )vocabulary teaching ............................... yes ..... no 
c) developing listening skills ...................... yes ..... no 
d) developing reading skills ..................... yes ..... no 
e) developing writing skills ........................ yes ...... no 
f) developing speaking skills ..................... yes ...... no 
g) teaching English through Video ............. yes ..... no 
h) teaching English through computer ........ yes ..... no 
i)other(s)(please specifY) ........................................................................ . 

B)Professıonal Development 

During such an in-service teacher training course 
l)what do you need to leam "ttboıtt GRAMMAR TEACHING ? 

a) using several grammar games ............................... yes ..... no 
b) Testing grammar ................................................... yes ..... no 
c) Using recent grammar techniques ........................ yes ..... no 
d) using texts in grammar-teaching ............................ yes ..... no 
e) using concıousness raising activities ..................... yes ..... no 
f) using discovery techntques .................................... yes ..... no 
-g) howto present the grammar point.. ..................... yes ..... no 
h) how to explain the grammar point ......................... yes ..... no. 
ı) using other skills in grammar practice ..................... yes ..... no 
j) other(s)(please specify) .................................................................... . 

········································································································· 
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II) What do you need to learn about organizing LlSTENING Classes for your 
students? 

a) recent teaching Listening techniques ........................ yes ...... no. 
b) testing Listening ...................................................... yes ...... no 
c) how to conduct outside Listening activities ............ yes ...... no 
d) integrating Listening to other language skills ........... yes ...... no 
e) using authentic texts m-listening ............................. yes ...... no 
f) using tasksin listening skills ..................................... yes ..... no 
g) strategies for developing -li:st-ening-skills., ................ yes ...... no 
-h} -pr-edictıon activities in listening classes .................... yes ...... no 
i) others(Please specify) ............................................................................... . 

1 III) What do you need to fetmı-about TEACHING READING? 
a) testing reading ........................................................................ yes ..... no. 
b) establishing extensivy(etıt-side }reaclffig for the students ........ yes ..... no 
c) recent reading techniques ....................................................... yes ..... no 
d) techniques to deal with tınknown wor-ds in -reading texts ......... yes ..... no 
-eJ inf-ormatton abmıt reading skills............................................. yes ..... no 
f) how to exploit differeat-texts in reacling-classes..................... yes ..... no 
g) using different reading techniques(skimming,scanning,ect) ...... yes ..... no 
g) others(Please specifY) ............................................................................... . 

IV) What do you need to fetmı-about T:EACHING WRITING? 
a) checking students' writen tasks.(error correctıon,marking,ect) ..... yes ..... no 
b) using peer correctıon .ffi. -writing classes ........................................ yes ..... no 
-e} t-r-aining students on writing skills ................................................. yes ..... no 
d) integrating writing sk;ills -to ·language ieaehi:ngllearning process ... yes ..... no 
e) testing writing skills .................................................................... yes ..... no 
f) developing tasksfor writing classes .............................................. yes ..... no 
g) others( Please specifY) ................................................................................ . 

Jl) What do you need to lefll'lf -ttbout TEACHING SPEAKING? 
a} -how -t-o conduet -r-eal/realistic tasks for speaking classes ................ yes ..... no 
b) how to test orall skills .................................................................. yes ..... no 
c) ho w to Integra te speaking to other language skills ...................... yes ..... no 
d) activities to improve ~s' pronetmciatıoo-skills ..................... yes ..... no 
e) activities to train students to develop fluent and accurate 

communicatıon skill,s-fer-real life sitttatıons ................................. yes ..... no 
f) others(Please specifY) ...................................................................................... . 

......................................................................................................................... 
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APPENDIXII 

İzmir Buca 260 No'lu Hizmetiçi Eğitim Dairesi İngilizce Öğretim Teknikleri 
Kursu Değerlendirmesi. 18.08.1995. 

COURSE EVALUATION 

lnstructıon:Do not write your name. 
W e would like to take your frank opinions about this course in order to plan and 
run better,more productive and more enjoyable courses in future. 

!)Please rate the activities below , which we have done during the course for interest 
and usefulness to you, on a scale of .ı to 5. 

( ) Reading 
( )Writing. 
( )Speaking. 
( )Listening. 
-( }English through Video. 
( )Testing. 
( )Cousebook Evaluatıqn and Adaptatıon. 
( )Meta Language(Terminology). 
( )Error Correctıon. 
( )Practical File. 
( )Story Telling. 
( )Teaching Grammar. 
( )Teaching Vocabulary. 

l :st-rGog negative .feeling 
2:negative feeling. 
3 :-neut-ral..feeling. 
4:positive feeling. 
5 :-st-nmg positive feeling. 

II)Think of the school you are -working at;think of yeur stuclents;your difficulties in 
EL'f.Whieh of the subjects above should be focused on more in In-service Teacher 
training Courses in the future? 

1: .............................................. . 
2: ............................................... . 
3: .............................................. . 
4: ............................................... . 
5: ............................................... . 
6: ............................................... . 
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Ill)In each sessıon during the course you have carried on the following activities. 
Putthemin an order according to the most important(l) to the least important(6) 

( )workshops. 
( )class discussıon. 
( )group discussıons. 
( )Lecturing. 
( )classroon activities. 
( )terminology. 

IV)Bütün bunların ötesinde ,kursumuzun bir değerlendirilmesini-olumlu ve olumsuz 
yönleriyle birlikte-yaparsanız çok müteşekkir kalacağız. 




